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CHAPTER I 
JOHN FORD AND HIS CRITICS 
on# of the first pl#c»# of adverse criticis» directed tmmé» 
Jeto Ford ##m# in the seveataenth e#mt*ry from the pea of Riehard 
Crasha* who drelly oîîservedî 
Th#u eh##$*#t tts Ford, wak'st em# seeme two by Art, 
What im hmm Saerifiee, but the brekw Heart?! 
But Crashaw*s tmplaiwt, whether a serious imdietmemt or aot, is 
generally out of the aaiastreaa of Perd critieim. Althowgh Ford 
ha® reeeived more eritieaX attemtiem than perhaps any of the early 
smm&Bms to Shakespeare, few #f his critics are emmmed with 
#*at might b# mailed #%<*aaiv# r#p#titlv#*##$ of th#m# i# hi* major 
plays. On the emtrary, critic# siaee Crashaw more often comeat m 
Ford's origimality im plot and theme than, om amy other mingle attrib* 
ttte im defeet) he possesses, this is particularly so of critic# in 
the twmtieth cemtmry. 
Tkê fact that critics fiad mw*#r#m* parallels between Ford's 
plays is mot im itself a harsh evaWatim. Rather, the fact that 
the parallels most often cited r#pr###mt #at many critics cmmider 
a moral cemfkmiem at the heart of hi# trmgedie#, appear# to aeeowt 
^Th# FoeaSj B#gli#h, Latin, and Greek of Richard Crashaw 
ed. I. isîrn'prrsr 
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for most of their cmst@raatloit. The charge that Ford was A cmfumd 
moralist is a ft#qw#mt me; yet it is also held, smaetimes by the 
am# erities, that he was an oatspokea rebel against the moral orth©-
datle# of Jacob##» and Care lime S»glaad, that be cwtiwally lashed 
out against Christian ethics. 
Nevertheless, f©r all the eome#%m mhrnm him, John Perd survives 
as a complex aad, I thlmk, frequeatly aismderstaod dr»atlst. Plaeed 
apart fro» his emtmperaries and s#jeeted to critic! «m primarily 
r#**rv*d for modem flctlm* h# 1# oftmi mxamlmed a# thwgh he mere 
*m#h#* dl$timct frem the drama that preeed# him# yet emly dlatantly 
T#la*ed to writer# like Flaebert amd gtemdahl* PeiAïap» mow than any­
thing it aeema neceaaary to aeklcve a pcrmpectlve «Aleh #ee# Perd 
veify much aklm to plmy*frlght# like Jekm Webmter* Tboma# Nlddlet#*, 
amd the Sh«&e*pe#»e of Ham̂ t and Aatomy Cleopatra. But before 
amy me* evaiimtiem of Ford*# tragedle* cam be made, it 1# imyortamt 
to ewRime the mature of the variowa char### levelled at them in 
order to avoid the pitfall# Imto which #c#e critic# have fallen, 
Im -the flMt place, criticism of Foré is marked by a m»mher of 
#dver#e jWgmemt# baaed #olely em ethical criteria. With ma imtem#e 
diallke for what they cemalder pwrlemt lemgimg# im him, mamy critic# 
b#mi#h Perd frcm their rwter of #erlcu# aevcNteemth century play-
wrifhts—playwrights who, Im their eatlmatiom at least, ehi# by 
orthodox Chriatlem atemdard#. OR the other head. Ford has acquired 
a coterie of frlemdly critics who *wetl#e# respcmd to hi# plays 
3 
alraost with «dwlmtioa. Of the critics favorable to him, there are 
broadly speaking, twe kiads: thoae who admire his plays without 
amy distaste for, and sometime# with no a|^ar@»t aware»©ss @f, the 
nature of the moral issues he develops; a»4 those who cmsiéer Perd 
m artist #0 mdorto# ploa# paychological aaalysis of his ehar-
meters. Finally, Aere are several reeemt critics who are neither 
overly f«aad, a or hypercritical* of his moral vision. This gvmp 
temd to view Pord aa morally aewtral md sttggest #mt he Is neither 
m ethical mmmr#lst mor a eonveatioaa.1 merallat. 
Of the first kimd of critic, (i.e., those who éoné«n Ford 
on ethical growds), little weed be aald, for meat of them ttsmlly 
•attack the aame plays for th# aam# reasows. Im lime with mimetemth 
century critlcĵ * fer iastaac## A. W. Ward effkr* am argwmeat i*l«h 
has, however iwieualy atated, been a critical focal polat for mamy 
yearâ  To Ward, Pord had **cwc#ptlqma mwtterahly â &ocklmg to our 
C(m$cio*6m#aa of the im«t**le authority of m«m»l law* . , . 
Amd# by extemaim, Pord waa erne of the few major Bmgllah dramatlata 
who **im#idio#*ly contributed to umaelA# the true cemceptlom of the 
baaia of true tragic efAct."^ Similarly, Pelix E. Schellimg cam-
temda that Perd# ta Pity Sha^a a «wra. dwell# upon "a «ubjeçt 
#ieh ahould hardly be mamticmed."^ 
Â, W. Ward, A Kiatcyy of Eajlish dramatic kltarature* rev. ©d. 
(Londojï, IS#) » IIï7 S'é'. 
^Ibld.. p. W. 
^Pellx E. Schelllmg, Bliaabetham Drama* 159@.1642 (New York, 
1910), II, 334. 
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Th# drŒBAtic tsreat»ent of incest ms, of eouzw, not original 
with Ford; Shmk#»pw%$*# Hamlet, Th# R#y#mg#r\» TragWy of Cyril 
Tottimear, mà Wmem Beware #a##m of Thomas Niddl#toa» to m#@ti«# 
only m few# are all plays that at least partly deal with incestîîous 
love. Bat if Shakespeare eseapes blame, Towmeur and Niddletm have 
not hem so fortmate; they too have fre<p©atiy been attacked for 
tasteless»ess im their choice of subject matter. In Ford's ease» 
however, the situation is am#what different from that of either 
Tommewr or Widdletom* not mly is his treatmemt of i»eestïioas love 
im 'Tig Pity She's a Whore demmneed as morally loathsme, Wt his 
alleged sympathetic treatoeat of Gievmmmi md Ammahella ha* met with 
cries of wtrage. And for those critics who voice no disapproval of 
*Ti* Pity J there remain# Ford's handling of admltery in Wve'$ 
Sacrifie# with which they mmt *l*e cm tend. 
Certainly one of the moat outspoken oppments of Ford's alleged 
moral distortion, is Stmrt P. Shermam. In the introduction to his 
editim of *Tis Pity She's a Whore and The Brek#* Heart, Sherman 
asserts that 'Tis Pity "represents the height of Ford's #ohi#v#m#mt 
as a dramatist and #e depth of his corrnptim as am apostle of 
passim."̂  Im Ford himself, Sheraaa sees "a decadent rmmtieist 
bent m showing the enthralling power of physical beauty and the 
transfiguring pwer of passim.**® And Shermm is not alone. Writing 
®*Tis Pity She 's a #or# md The Br#k#m Heart, ed. with an 
intro. by" Staatt P. ihewan, "rti# B#il##*t#'&w* sisries (Bostm, 
ISIS), p. xmiv. 
Îhid., p. xxxvii. 
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Im Th» Caaferldge History of Bagli«h Drma* W. A. Nells m ataintains 
that *Tis Pity cxmbimad Foïé*s strengths mé defects ia laadlag "an 
aaaaalt at onm so iasidioas and so daring up« the îmmà&ti&m of 
aaeaptad morality*"? Ia a aimllarly blunt maamar, A. H, Thpwdika 
eharg#» that Pord'a tragedies "ar# imoral bataaa# their pmaim is 
so ©ft@n morbid aad their aamtimamt mawkiah."* 
Msoiy erities w&® dislike the tragedies Wliev# that Pord was a 
champion of th« moral amd wotiwal imatability of hia horooa aad waa 
rabailiag agalmat tho moral atandarda of th# 4^#a. For Pord^^ thay 
imaiat, ooavamtiamal moral oodoa %*r# lA boat a cmatriotiag forea 
whiah hai%*#r» tho behavior of paoplo who aro corrupt ahoa jWgad by 
aocaptad aorma, Wt look attraativa amd dafoaalblo through hia «$a 
of certain aavomtaomth ooatury views m huma» psychology. Tàe wly 
aitaraaÈivo that thaao critic* ar* idlllag; to aeeapt la that Pord# 
if mot a raaotiomary, waa iwraily camfUaod. 
Im hia diacuaaim of Pwd* fbr #%amplo, gir Harbart Griaraam 
limita hia aommomta om 'lia Pity to a a#ra throo aamtaaooa «md 
oamcludaa that "wore subtly repwlsiv# than physical horror ia the 
gympathy that Pord implicitly damamda far the viotima of passion, 
aa if paaaiom maamaod avarythimg."^ And ia a rolatad maaaar, but 
^William Allaa Kailaom. **Pwd and S&irley," The Cambridga Hia tory 
of Ea^Uah Utoratmro (No* York, 1910)^ VI# 217. ™ 
*Aahloy H. Thomdiko, TraMdy (Now York, 1900) # p. 22». 
%ir Herbert Criaraom amd J. C. Smith, A Critical itistory of 
Baglish Poetry, Zm4 rav. ed, (Lcmdoa, 19S0), p. IW. 
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without éittetly iaplieating Ford him##If, T. S. Bliot writes that 
"GiovmMi is merely selfish and »eif*»illed, of a tm^erewmt to want 
m thiag the more b#«#u## it is fotMddeai AmxAwlla is pliant, vacil­
lating më négative î the me almost a mm#ter of egotiam* the oA#r 
virtually a moral def#ctiv#."l* Eliot me ver the less cmteaés that 
Petfcin, "is mqueatiemably Ford's highest amhievewmt* mâ is 
one of the veiy be»t historieal plays . • * in th# #@1# of Elizabethan 
amd Jacobean Thi* aaaertiw appear* to have l#d aevefal 
later oritic# to th# aam# oomclwaiom mad haa h#lp#d to st##r eritieiam 
amay fw# fity md Th# BroJkw Heart. 
Thua* Profeaaor M* Bradbrook in h#r atmdy of Bli%ab#tham 
tragedy atnmgly #md#r##* .Perfcip Warbaek a# Poard'a beat play# Al* 
though ah# appeara wadiatwrbed by hi* treatment of love ia the 
tragediea, Miaa Bradbvook tWm&a that Perd marka th# #Rd of Bliaa* 
b#thaa drama amd ia beat categorized wader th# headlag "deeadeat#" 
Saya Miaa BraArook* Ford's "decademe# may b# awmm#d up a* an at* 
trltioa rather than aa a eearaeaiRg . « # , Mereever» the attritiem 
* repreaemted by *Tla Pity a #ko*y. la aerioma. The BliwAtetham 
drama had *wrked itaelf $ut im Perd#"^ 
But la their atWq^ta to ahift arltloal eomaideratiam away from 
&. miiet, Se:^t$d Baaaya (New YoA* 1950), p. 174. 
p# 177* 
^^4# C. Bradbreek, TWmea and Comfwtloma of Bliaabetham Tragedy 
(Cambridge, Baglemd. 1B35)TPP' 
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Ford's more popular plays, Eliot and Miss Bradbroek have net heea 
@mplately gmeeess#!. with a kind of magmetie attraetiom* the moral 
issues raised in 'tis Pity, The Br#:em Heart, aad Love's Sa.erifiee 
eeatimwe to demand and receive the critical attmtim of meet modem 
students of Ford. Like their variou# predecessors, however, several 
of then lawnd: an Immediate and direct annanlt m th# author of suoh 
"moral a«r©eitle$," PredrlA 8* Boa*, like many before hi»# believes 
that Ford, if not a moral rebel, was at least involved In ethical 
paradox. When we finlah reading *Tis Pity, says Boas# *%@ feel that 
(Giovmnnl*#] love for [AmmaWlla]» though outside *#e law* of 
eoMclenc# mé of civil «se% is a worthier thing in the drmwtiat*» 
eye# than that of the profligate Sermzo.**^^ Wot«ilA#t#nding the 
accmracy of Soss* words* th# inplication is that Pord tend* to 
distort orthodox moral viom. 
Even Lord David Cecil, writing less #m a decade ago and aware 
that recent critic* have ^vnnoed plamelblo argument* in Po%d*» 
defWnae* ha# dlfficullQr coping with A# dramatlnt in a po»ltlve manner. 
Since Lord David #a#m*# that Perd manction# inceat, he believe# that 
a "fWmdnmental indiff#r«nce to moral inpllcatlom# of this kind m#ke# 
[Ford] «able to make n# feel It a* sinful. On the eomtrary, the 
l%redriek S. Boas, An IntroAwtlem to Stuart Drnma (Loadrnm# 
194*)^ p. 345. ' ' 
^%0as* a##or%l«n, it *#em* to mo, is essentially valid* i.e., 
Bord ha# mad# êiovmml "a worthier thin^ than S*mn%o. However, I 
would a%%uo that Pord ha# net dme #o im order to float conventional 
morality a# Boa# implies. 
8 
passion of th# lovers is deliberately or met. as sowthimg 
glorious; md all th# mere s® becwse it is w*lawful.ArgMiag im 
the smet vein, M. I. CoWmewer declares that there is a "diwy «a-
certainty** sarmwdimg moral truth im F®rd»s plays* and that with 
the exceptiom of The Layer's mimdkely më The Lady* a Trial, Ford 
"habitually cam Awed geed amd evil,"i^ Miss Ceehmewer evem emrries 
her argmeot a step further when she deals with 'Yis Pity. She 
SBfgssts that the moral eemeems here are of less impertmee to Ford 
thm erotle stiaiilatism of his awdiemeex **V&$d did mot make Gimsmi 
his here for the sake of the moral pwblmm he might represent. Rather 
he Aose Glovanml for the dramatic possibilities of his story."^^ 
Yet the hostile eritieis» heaped %#@m Ford for deoademee amd 
moral permiciowsmess oertaialy does mot eevor the total eritieal 
eomcem for him. The megatlve criticism of his tragedies Is almost 
balaaced by fwor^le evalmatlems# amd, Im the case of eertaim critics, 
the extreme praise lavished om Ford would appear to tip the eritieal 
seale* toward Jiastlfieati®» of his hamdlimg of moral qemflicts in 
his plays. Hewovmr, im the earlier of these aA»lrers^ there Is the 
daagerotts temdemey to overstate the ease for Ford, so that their 
swaetlmes unrestraiaed emthaslasm seems as groundless as the distaste 
^Lord David Cecil, "The Tn^edies of J«hm Ford," The Fine Art 
of ReadW (New York. W7), p. 117. — — 
%̂ary Bdith Ceehmewer, "Johm Ford," govern teem th Gem# wry Stadias 
by the MmWrs of the Gradma^e School, Uaivermity ' ciAttm&ti, " 
wkert SaSin(fHMHtm7*SSS)7*̂ 7̂ 3. Oceasiomally The Lady* s IVial 
Is aecmsed of the same moral chaos. ———. 
l^Ibld.. p. 201. 
9 
shorn by other critics. 
Writing in 1##, Charles Lamb lauéod what h# thought «** as 
©xtraordiBary artistic aGhievememt ia %# Broke# Heart md exeoxptod 
a substantial portion £tm the fifth aet as illustratio» of it* 
After # dismamim of th© final setae. Lamb coaolW#» that "Pord was 
of the first order of poets. He mowght for aublimity, mot by par­
cels ia metaphors or visible images# but directly where she has her 
full re#id#mce ia the heart of mm; in the mtims amd sufferings of 
the greatest miads."̂ ® With a gemuime ardor for the subdued but 
highly dramatic tcmclualoe to The Broke# Be art, Wmb litems Calaatha*s 
death te the final momemta om Calvary, and for her last speech main-
talma# "I do mot know where to flad ia amy play a catastrophe so 
grand, #o solexm, md am mwpriaimg aa thia, Thia ia Imdeed, accord# 
img to Milton, to 'describe high passions and high actions.**̂ ® 
Like Lamb, A» C. Swlmburm# la gemermlly favorable to Ford. 
Excluding Love's Sacrifice, he comaldera that the tragedies are of 
a high degree of excellemce. Yet it 1» for The Brok^ Meart amd 
*Tis Pity that Bwimbwme reserves his highest accolades; , 
amomg the mighty thromg of poets the» at worit a lemdlmg place could 
%̂harle$ Lmb. Specimens of Bmglish Dramatic Poet* (Lomdon. 
1910), p. 22®. 
®̂%bid., p. 22S. William Archer takes Lamb to task for these 
critical'"'m^me$, "la It mot time," he asks, "that commomaemae 
should reassert itself Im pro teat agalmat auA mmmatrom# over* 
valwKlmma? They have held the field for a ceatury-̂ surely that is 
iomg ewugh." (The Old Drama mad the New* An Essay in le-valuatiou 
[#oatom, 1M3], pTl&TT ^ 
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whith arise from internal, psychological struggles sad produce a 
tragic vision free frm external forms of determinism. "In 'Tis 
Pity," ̂ serves Babb, "Ford presents what is perhai® the most de­
tailed study of the love-reasfiSB conflict in the drama.Bat the 
leap from a "love-reasm conflict" to a narrowly deterministic view­
point is not a great one. Hence* critics who think Ford a playwright 
who plmdered Burton's massive work for psychological motivation tend 
to remove his characters fro* the pal# of cemventional morality end 
place them within the border Iw# region of amoral, psycho logical ly-
determined conduct, 
The critical issues thus become somewhat complex, for it is 
true that Ford was influenced by The Anatomy of Jfelaacholy,̂ '* Ctace 
mwi# iiwmmiiiim, i, i i 'ii.nai.iii iiffir 
this is acknowledged, there remains «ly the qwemtiom as to what 
degree Burtm #%ercia#d em imfluwwe over him. S. Blatae Ewlmg 
contemd# that Burtom'e influence m Ford is extreme, that "the range 
of Ford's interest in melancholy is the whole of Burtem's treatise 
md more. As we advance thrwgh his plays, we view a gallery of 
melancholy types representing almost every major type in the Anatomy."25 
Moreover, Ewlng argues that melancholy as the psychological force in 
Ford's drama "determines the selectim of smnes, motivates the 
Lawrence Babb, The B limbe than Ma lady i A Study of Melancholia 
in Bnglish Literature TfWlEoTST2''1[last jCmsing, HTdhigi», 
^̂ In The Lover's Melancholy, for instance, Pord cites his own 
indebtedness to Wrtom. 
2%, Blaine Swing, Bwrtomlan M#lamd&ply in the Plays of John 
Ford (Princetm, 1940), p. 'si. 
12 
dtaracter's acts, md specifies ths dm&aemmt,^*^^ He sees nelancholy 
as the "principle of comfusiom'* in Ford, #M finds him guilty of 
"what blame attaches to him for being too much interested in oblique 
subjects md for dissolving their sin in # ei# of sweetness by treat­
ing them with sympathy and clothing them in great poetry. Thus, 
even by his more sympathetic critics Ford stands partially dtarged 
with a decadence said to develop from his attswpt to dramatia# smsa* 
tional themes. 
In lime with Swing's criticism, but with greatly developed im-# 
plieatloma—impllcatlom* that w<N*ld ae#m to inevitably stem frw* 
aaalys#* like # A*ll"l#agth atmdy of Pmrd by George F. 
Sensabmgh. Aware that Ford has a peculiar appeal for twentieth 
century readmrs* Sensabaugh ha* built a case for him as a preponemt 
of sciMtific determinism^ who sanctiomed the individualistic urge* 
of character* like Giovanni in *Ti* Pity She's, a Whore, and Orgilas 
in The Broken Heart, Mere, as in a mmWr of the critics already 
mentioned, is the recurring ia*i*t#nce that Ford be identified with 
the positim of his rebellious heroes. Like Swing, however, Sensabaugh 
is not distressed by Ford's sû osed moral confusion; he is neither 
hostile to nor repelled by the moral issue* in *Tis Pity and %he 
Srokea Heart. In fact, he is kind to Ford and likens him to the 
deterministic writers of wr ow age* his "cteterainistic roach 
to man's «ourse in tW world and the amoral philwophy attendant upon 
^̂ Ibid.. p. 104. 
^̂ Ibid.. p. 112. 
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it foreshftdowed ia Ford's time the shape of modem thought. The be­
liefs which pervaded Ford's drma appear not o»iy in scientific and 
phiiosô ical works of today but also in the move Is md plays of 
«amy modem writers."̂ ® 
Like the critics who oppose Ford primarily on ethical grounds, 
Semmabaugh maimtalma that *Tis Pity "strikes the most decisive blow 
agaiBst the world's moral order . . . makes m open problem of in­
cest md thtts qmeries the Œristiam idem of retributive justice 
Thus, Seasabaugh occupies a rather me* position ia the history of 
Ford criticism. At the sam# time that he labels Pord a detemlmist, 
he sanotioms hi* "decisive blow" against accepted moral order. 
aetlcms of these tragedies," he goes m to say* 
1» so solidly based mpm selemtiflc meceasity and 
their characters are so eomslatemtly symgpathetlc to 
wbrldled Imdlvidualism* that It is hard to escape 
the coRclusiem that Ford ia here presemtimg by the 
lAjectiv# method of the stage hi* mo#t profound ob#. 
servatlcm* up» life* At any rate, becamae of the 
»ci«&tlfl* necessity and the clmlms of extreme In-^ 
individualism# these piny* preaeet unres#lvable 
dllemwK*, even a* for the same reaaom* modem trag* 
edlea are replete with cmfllcts which mm to admit 
no solutlom.^O 
Because of this rather unusual viewpoint, Seasabaugh is perhaps the 
most unique of Ford's critics» Uabothered by the danger of seeing 
him as a mere aensationalist with a diseased moral outlook* Sensabaugh 
2%eorge F. Senaabaugh# The Tragic Muse of John Ford (Stanford, 
1944). p,M. 
^^Ibld.. p. 1#6 
°̂Ibid.. p. ITS 
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asserts that Ford "absolved his lovers fro® sin simply becmuw they 
were beautiful and loved in their souls. He shows true love to be 
«ore importent than marriage, sets up this love as the sole guide 
to virtue, and allows his lovers every freedom of actim or thought. 
In Seasabsugh's study Ford is mom closely related to late nineteenth 
aad early twentieth century writers than he is to Shakespeare, and is 
a forermmer of writers like thmrn Hardy md Eugene O'Neill: ". . . 
what Freud seems to have dome for Eugene 0*Meill, Bwrtm accomplished 
for Jebm Pord . . . 
But im hi* diseueelom of the play#, H. J. Oliver attacks posi* 
tiens like Smsmbamgh's md asserts that "the more o&e exmimes 
Ford's allegedly daring assaults m coBventioaal morality, the more 
abstird the charge becemes,**̂  ̂ Oliver would have ws believe that 
Ford, rather the* «ufArlng from some kind of moral radicalism, 
was "a eonstmt experimenter with dramatic form, 1*0, because he 
mever quite cast off the shackles of Bllzabetham md Jacobean drama, 
did not fi»d the new form he was seeking.Oliver contends that 
it was dramatically neosssary for Ford to use "the dariag, the im­
moral, {aadj the wmmatural" for subject matter—dramatical ly meces* 
sary, that is, im order to arouse a nearly apathetic audience. 
^^Ibid.. p. 165. ^^Ibid., p. 70. 
^̂ Harold James Oliver, The Problem of J#« Ford (Victoria, 
Australia, 19S5), p. 66. 
^Ibid.. p. 127. 
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In his analysis of Ford, Clifford Le«ch ranks *Tis Pity be­
neath the dramatic achievements of Love's Sacrifice, The Broken Heart, 
md Peikim WaiWck. Still, his feelings about *Tis Pity are not 
founded upm an offended sense of propriety. On the contrary, Leech 
arrives at a position which sees all of Pord*s plays as resting m a 
reasonably somd moral base: . . the dcaainaat figures in Ford's 
plays have about them something of God's chosen and something of the 
rejected • . . , And it requires only a slight shifting of this view­
point to find one's aristocracy among the daaaned—a shifting exeempli. 
fied by Fwd in *T1* Pity She'* a Mkore* as by Webster in lite %%ite 
' iliiiiiiiHiM' 'j'i Hi mi mvii niiiijiiinc wW in'm rmu I'l i'mi * * m mi •.win n Di.ri 
Devil."^^ Yet Leech is mever totally coRClmslv# in his *tat4m*%t* 
about 'Tis Pity; %Aem Giovanni meets his death# mâ order appears to 
b# restored, Lee<A says that "there is a pattern In things," though 
"we have only glix^em of «hat that pattern signifies."^ 
A yet more recent critic* Robert Omstein, presents the thesis 
that the Jacdbeams* far more than the Elixabethans, beg«a to rely <m 
reason as a meams of understanding man's tragic position in the imi* 
verse. Me sees mm like Montaigne, Machiavelli, Dwme, and Marste» 
as largely reepmsible for this emphasis on reason, a force that under­
mined man's faith by comfwxnding me kind of knowledge (i.e., revela­
tion) with another kind of knowledge (i.e., empirical evidence). 
Omstein finds in Ford's plays a reflection of the dominant feelings 
^̂ Clifford Leech, John Ford and the Drama of His Time (London, 
l)S7),p. 24. """ 
^Ibid., p. 61. 
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flourishing at the and of the period: "though good usually triimphs 
and evil is destroyed at the close of Jacobean tragedy, we are made 
to feel how vulnerable are the walls—the political, religious, legal, 
amd familial institutions—which seek to check or ccntaia the uncivi­
lised ®an,**5̂  Unlike many of his predecessors, Omateia does mot 
identify Ford with the incestuous hero of *Tis Pity; "It requires a 
peculiar imamsitivity to the numcem of dtaracterisation and verse 
im *Tis Pity to treat Giovanni as Ford's spokesaan*"38 gut, he adds, 
"it is ao less m error to turn Ford into a champion of orthodoxy by 
identifying him with the Friar, who is, despite his ehoric role, a 
aomewhat muddled moraliat.*'^^ Directly contrary to many of Senaabaugh** 
claim#, Omateln relises to call Foard an unbridled individualist in 
matters of love versus the "laws of civil use." Says Ommtein: 
"Par irm exalting the claim of individual desire over the bond of 
matrimony. The Broken Heart, like Ford's other tragedies, depicts 
the warping of love that camot grow and mature. . . . the highest 
expreamion of love in Ford's dr«a is not the reckless ardor of 
Giovanni and Orgilus but the generous devotien of Annabelia and 
PenAea."^ Bvemtually, Ormstein characterizes Ford as a man who, 
like Donne, "insists v^m m ethical judgment that is individual, 
flexible, end humane, not rigid, dogmatic, and absolute.*"*̂  
37̂ obert Orastein, The Moral Viaion of Jacofeeaa Tragedy 
(Madiaen, Wisconsin, 1960^/ p. 4^. ' ' 
^'^Ibid.. p. 207. ^Ibid.. p. 216. 
^^Ibid.. p. 200. 41ibid.. p. 221. 
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Irving Ribner pushes 0«»st«in's thesis further. *Tis Pity 
Ribner says, "is a product of Caroliae scepticism. It opposes to 
accepted t̂aadard* of religion and morality the crime of imeest, not 
because Ford approve# of this, but becauae it is probably the moat 
shocking challenge to traditiomal values of which he can conceive. 
It is a dramatic symbol of the moral uncertainty which is the theme 
of the play."'^2 chooaea *Tis Pity as the "culmination" of 
Ford's dramatic development, for in it h# finds the final statements 
that Ford had to make about the tragic nature of man: "Ford sees 
mankind poised, like a morality play hero, between divine law and a 
nature which aeema in qppoaltiou to it; but unlike the morality hero 
he is incapable of choice. 
It cam be aeen that the climate of opimim aurrounding Ford** 
playa cover# a fairly wide range. Pro# the extreme ho#tility of 
S. P. German on the we aide» to the high-flown praiae of Oiarle# 
Lamt m the other, the eriticiam is nearly as diverse as it can be 
and yet deal with the dramatic work# of only one man. It i# clear, 
too, that Ford's critic*, no matter how pejorative or adulatory# 
often reveal a peculiar tmslm within themselves when dealing with 
his plays. Many critics who are disgusted by Ford's treatment of 
love cannot help being honestly amazed by his poetic ability. Lord 
David Cecil, for instance, voices a typical response when he asserts 
^^Irvlng Ribner, Jacobem Tragedy; The Quest for Moral Order 
(New York, 1962), p. 170. 
^^Ibid.. p. 173. 
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that "there is nothing in th# whole range of England's magnifi(*nt 
literature more 'beautiful' than Ford's blank verse, and nothing ii» 
the least like it."̂  ̂ Critics who ««taire Ford's poetry but resent 
his handling of moral issues evidently cow® away fro* plays like 
'lis Pity, Love's Sacrifice, and The Broken Heart with a sorry 
shaking of their heads that the poet could have wasted such fine 
talents on such dubleus materials. The same kind of inner tension 
also exists in many recent critics Who applaud Ford's dramatic pre­
sentation of melancholy-riddem or skeptically-ainded pec^le, yet are 
Invariably repelled by the cmic subplots in his tragedies. 
Such divergence in critical judgment might lead us to conclude 
that "there is something for everyone" in Ford, but instead it should, 
if anything, tell us that Ford is a co^lex dramatist who presents 
moral problem# in such a way that no "formula" for dealing with them 
is quite adetyxate. He dees not, as Sensabaugh tries to persuade us, 
herald the beginnings of modem, "scientific" drama, nor does he 
quite represent the typical Blisabethan temperament. Cta the basis of 
the moral conflicts presented in Love's Sacrifice, 'Tls Pity, and 
The Broken Heart, it reaaims for us to discover as nearly as possible 
what Ford's cmtribution to the drama is. Since the dates of compo­
sition of the tragedies are unknown, the order in which I have chosen 
to discuss the plays is purely arbitrary. 
^̂ esil, jg. cit., p. 122. 
The prdblem of dating the compositim of Ford's tragedies is 
treated in the Appendix. 
CHAPTER II 
'TIS PITY SHB*S A WOW 
world of 'tis Pity She's a Where 1$ socially chaotic and 
HHW—•••HIM 4M I •illUlllll III»,I'I ' 
morally di*#»%#d. It is a world im which proud, selfish people 
flourish, a world in conveationsl morality has little place. 
While some #mracterm represent Wiat is decent and moral, the lives 
of the majority are ridden with vicioasness, incest, revenge, deceit, 
or adultery. It is a world mainly of the senses, a world where carnal 
pleasures are eagerly sought and feverishly desired» It is, in short, 
a world in which reason is continually pandering to passion. 
Ford's choice of Renaissance Italy as his setting is thus fairly 
obvious. The blatantly sordid lives of so many of the characters would 
seem to dictate such a setting; a treatment of incest at amy closer 
range might perhaps have met with s#emi@h objections even from a 
Caroline audience. But by removing, and so distancing, 'tis Pity, 
Ford has by no means made his action seem remote or artificial. 
On the contrary, the high-pitched, argumentative tone of the 
opening scene is almost Intimate in its intensity. Caught in the 
surge of an incestuous passion for his sister, Annabella, Giovanni 
has come to his priest and teacher, the Friar, to plead that he be 
allowd to consummate his burning desire—to plead, in other words, 
that incest is a legitimate form of love. Since the first scene 
begins in the middle of their debate, and since the Friar speaks first 
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sharply rabuking Giovanni, we must assisse that the latter has been 
in so»e way challenging the validity of Christian faith, and has, 
thereby, provoked the Friar's sudden reply; 
Dispute no more in this; for know, young man. 
These are no sdiooJe-points; nice philosĉ hy 
May tolerate mlikely argtsaents, 
Bttt heaven admits no jest; wits that preaua'd 
On wit too ausd̂ —by striving how to prove 
There was mo God,—with foolish grounds of art 
Discover'd first the nearest way to hell. 
And fild the world with develiah atheisme . . . 
The Friar's argument is aigple* Matters of faith, he says, are not a 
debating ground for philosophers# While implausible arjpment# com* 
ceming God's exiatenee may be tolerated by philosophy, they are pre­
sumptuous before God, and their proponents may be assured of etermai 
damnation. The Friar's recommendation that "better *tia/ To blesse 
the sunne the& reas<m lAy it shin#»" (I^i*9*10) sums up his stand as 
bluntly as possible. He is not, as might ^pear, discounting the 
use of reasom; he is arguing that man's e^^acity to solve life's 
riddles ia acutely limited and that reaaom alone is insufficient as 
a means to a solution*2 "Xo blesse" the sua rather than logically 
analyse it is the Friar's way of telling Giovanni to rely on faith 
when reason fails to satisfy his desire for knowledge. 
But Giovanni dee# mot agree. Impassiomed by sensual thoughts 
Âll references to 'Tls Pity, refer to S. P. Sherman's edition, 
'Tis Pity She's a Whor# am«r%# Broken Heart, The Belle-Lettres Series 
(Iwtén/lM%. 
Îrving Ribner, cit., p. 164, maintains that the Friar "urges 
a blind acceptance in spite of reason." In my opinion, Ribeer's 
view of the Friar is highly arguable. 
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of Aaaabella* he simply asks s "Must I not doe «hat all mm else 
may,—love?" (1.1.19). The Friar, appearing not to know where Giovanni's 
logic will take him, assents* Then, the ardorous youth becomes ecsta-
tic and proceeds to ask: 
Must I not praise 
That beauty Which, if fram'M a new, the goâs 
Would make a god of, if they had it there, 
Md knee le to it, as I doe kneele to thm*? 
(1.1.20-23) 
Of coarse, this Is heresy. To elevate a créature above The Creator 
is an obviou* blow agaimat the First Commandmemt. iut Giovanni, a 
"foolish madman" (I.i.24}, according to the Friar, is enthralled with 
paaaiom amd ia arguing from the poaition of Remaiaaamee Naturaliam. 
It is easy for him, therefore, to exalt one of nature's creatures 
above God erne# h# h#a acknowledged that mature is hia deity. But 
Giovanni's view is also rather complex, if not ambiguoua amd inmic. 
In the Awt place, hi* philosophic positim req^iir#* that he argue 
rationally with the Prlar. And at first giaace, it might appear that 
he does so: 
Shall a peevish aowd, 
A matmrnry forme, itm man to mam. 
Of brother and of sister, be a barre 
Twixt my perpetual1 happlmeaae amd mee? 
Say that we had one father, say one waab©— 
Curse to my Joyes—gave both as life amd birth; 
Are wee not therefor# each to other bound 
So much the more by nature, by the links 
Of blood, of reason,--aay, if you will hav't,— 
Evm of religion, to be ever one. 
On# soule, m@ flesh, cm# love, one heart, mo all? 
(I.i.24.34) 
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Giovmmi obviously has little yospect for the Friar, Expression* 
lik# '^Mvish soumi" and "customary forme" are uttered with a tone 
of owtempt m4 though h# comments Ms questions with "therefore*" 
his argument lacks sme important middle premises. Similarly, the 
rhetorical devices (@,g., the questions, and the hypothetical pro* 
position) are merely a support to sophistry* Thus, it is soon clear 
that he must resort to other than logical means to make his case for 
incest. A poor logicistn, Giovanni advances m argument that ironical-
ly undercuts his pseudo-rational point of view. Thowgh he seems not 
to know it, Giovanni*s argument is no more in accord with a natural­
istic code of ethics than it is with the Christian cod#. His love 
for his sister is overwhelmingly unnatural, and is opposed to the 
mores of almost every culture. The more he argues, the more his 
argumwmt turns baek upm itself, in fact, his words became loose 
and rastling, and begin to tumble unchedced from his tongue. After 
revealing his "develisbe atheisme," his idol«worship, and his thirst 
for incest, Gimmni makes known Wkat he really hopes for: "joyes'* 
and "perpetual1 happinesse." (Alike the strict rationalist he 
imagines himself, Giovanni is essentially a hedonist with no inten* 
tiom of ever transcending ©arth-ceatered pleasures. Of course, the 
Friar is stunned by this defwse of sensuality; his stem judgment 
is both apt for the present and ominous for the fu^ture: "Have dome, 
unhappy youth, for thou art lost" (I*i.3S). 
Throughout this first scene, then, we see more than just a moral 
conflict, for Giovanni and the Friar oppose me another in various ways. 
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Giovauni is yomg, rash, wilfull» imdlvidw&limtic, and personmlly 
ajid immediately involved in his dilemma. The Friar, however, is 
older, wiser, more restrained and conservative in temperament, and 
not directly involved in Giovanni's problem. Consequently, there is 
a tendwcy in Giovanni to «imply show off before his teacher. Told 
to repeat first, and then if memssmry find another »istress, Gio­
vanni defiantly declares: 
It were more ease to stop the oc#a% 
Pro* float## and ebbs then to diawade my vowes. 
(1.1,64̂ ) 
And though be half-heartedly accepta the Priar'a advice to repent, 
Giovanni end* the scene by hinting that he haa given in to hi# paaaiws, 
as if he is bent on self-destruotionî 
All this I'le doe, to free mee from the rod 
Of vengeance; elae l'le *i#eare my fate'a my god. 
Thia apeech 1* ambiguoua, for earlier Giovanni aeema to accept, and 
i* accuaed of, atheiam. Yet, jwat a# wa %a* him deifying Anmabella 
and nature, we now aee him doing the aame with fate. Paradwcically 
(indeed, an instance of Ford'* irc»y), Giovanni ia taiable to maintain 
a stand of absolute atheism. His fear of the **rod of vwgeanc#," 
tells us, I think, that for all his religions doybts and outright 
scepticism, Giovanni has a decidedly religious bent. 
Although we may not yet know **at Ford thinks of Giovanni, we 
can be sure what our own judgment is. Giovanni is an egotistical 
fool, profoundly confused in his moral outlook. Fresh frm the 
University of Bologna, this "miracle of wit" has chosen to challenge 
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a value $yst<m almost as oM as Western culture itself. Armed with 
a peculiar blend of Renais»mce Naturalistic ̂ ilosophty, perverted 
Neo-Platcwic doctrines, and pure romantic excess, Giovanni has set 
himself vsp as the master of his own destiny—a» assiaption we in­
stinctively know is rash and dangerou*. 
The Friar, ati the other hand, is initially presented as a cm-
ventional moralist. He admomiahe* Giovanni in the same way that any 
devout clergyman sight, cautioning him to beware the dangers in his 
"schools-points/'̂  But the Friar*# viewpoint, governed largely by 
faith, ia not one that see* moral i&aues in stark black* and white*. 
By recommending that Giovanni search for a new mlatress after hi* 
repentance, the Friar even sounds what appears to be a note of 
"worldly-wis©" discretion. "Leave [Amabella], and take thy choyce, 
*ti* mwch lea* ainne" (I*i.62) i* the kind of advice that, coming 
from a prieat, might seem strange if not strikingly diacordant. 
But the Friar can scarcely be charged with being morally unsouiid. 
For one thing, Giovanni i* exa^^ratingly determined to *in. Equally 
intent on diverting him, the Friar resorts to a solution tM even 
Giovanni, he hopes, might find feasible. The Friar'# plan, then, 
is the lesser of two evils, and is, at least, free from the sicken­
ing unnaturalness of incest. 
Thus, when the Friar outlines a possible road to repentance, 
he proposes the traditional means to that end—means which, though 
they may sound to us severe, are nevertheless solidly within the 
P̂remises used in debates by Scholastics. 
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framework of orthodox Christian practice. "Hye to thy fathers hmise," 
he tells Giovanni, 
there iocke thee fast 
Aim© within thy dialer, them fall dome 
(M both thy knees, and grove11 o* the grownd: 
Cry to thy heart, wash every word thou utter'st 
In teares,—md if't bee possible,---of blood; 
Begge heaven to cleanse the leprosie of lust 
#at rots thy gowle, ackmowledge whmt thou art, 
A wretch, m worse, a nothing: weepe, sigh, pray 
Three times a day end three times every night; 
For seven dayes apace doe this , . . 
(1.1.69*78) 
Even the Friar's choice of language is im line with the rhetoric 
usual to Renalaaance diacowrae on thia awbjeet. The auggeated 
procedure la a typical meana of mortifying th# fleah; the Friar'a 
worda could aa well have come from a aermon by John Domae. 
In addition to his role aa cmfesaor, the Priar ia obvloualy 
fond of Giovanni. As a matter of fact, part of the Friar*a horror 
atema fr<m the knowledge that he haa forsaken hia own atudiea at 
Bologna in order to remain with hia "tutelar*" Hia affection for 
the youth also partly explain# the Friar's unwlllingneaa to totally 
denounce Giovanni. While he says that his young friend is "lost," 
is a f̂oolish madman," md is heading for "ruin," the Priar is 
careful not to close off all chancea for Giovanni'# moral recovery. 
And although we see a thoroughly comq̂ t and blaaphmows upstart 
before as, the Priar see# a young and cmee brilliant companion, 
The Friar's affection accounts, too, for his 'Worldly-wise" dis-
cretiom. Besides, he is cast into acmething of an ironic position 
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by Giovanni. As his teacher at the University, the Friar feels at 
least tmgentially responsible for his wayward stodent. Because 
he has helped equip Giovanni with th# tools of the jgAilosopher, 
the Friar amswses a portlw of the guilt for Giovanni's pervers!m 
of values. 
Yet there cm W no question im this first scene that Giovanni 
has misused his reason* His logic is specioes, resting principally 
eaotiowal drives that are purely egoistic. At o«e poiat im his 
argument Giovami even resorts to begging the question. Begiaaing 
"Geatle father,/ To you I have tmclasp't my burthened scale" CI.i.l2«-l3), 
h# opemly trie# to prosyt the Friar's aemae of compass ion and thus 
gain samctiom for his wishes. But he does mot succeed. The Friar's 
gentle reply is #ooa turned into mm absolute command that Giovanni 
abandon the evil desire# that plague him. As # rhetorician Giovanni 
fails miserably, for he is unable to resist falling back upon 
amotlcmal bias. As a debater he is doubly defeated, for he Is met 
with an inflexible "Thw shalt not" from the Friar. 
What we begin to see her® is Ford the psychologist as well as 
Ford the daamatist. He has brilliantly pitched us into the middle 
of a moral ctmflict that threatens to enlarge and fester. In less 
than one hundred lines he has seised upom the essential moral issues 
that will occtçy the center of *Tis Pity and has done so with all 
the dramatic skill at his command. We also see that Ford has 
subtly delineated his characters so that they cone alive and move 
md speak in ways sharply defined. More thaa stete**types," Giovanni 
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sad the Friar are tautly developed. Friends on one level* enemies 
m another» they are individualized to the point that their clash 
Wc«ae* highly credible and engrossiaf. 
Ford has given ws two viewpoints to consider: Giovanni's and 
the Friar's. In Giovanni m have an uadiseiplined, selfish, and 
wildly rebelliowa ayproaeh to the perennial swflict between moral 
fiat and emotimal drives. Giovmni, m feel cemvinced, will listen 
to no one who opposes the tmBrnm̂ tim of his incestuous love, and 
so, seems destined for a fall. On the other hand, the Friar's posi-
tion, if al#o aomewbat unreatrained* i$ noAetheleaa traditional and 
abaolwte. To be aure* it ia hard to imagine the Friar remaining calm 
wider the ciroiaastanees. A* a man, he is revolted at the thought of 
in<*at and haa no deaire to be a party to Giovanni'* propoaala. Aa 
a prieat, what other poaitiom can he take? 
Another way to approach th# problem of inoeat, ho%#ever, ia pro-
vided by Amabella. Her moral position rests aaaewhere between that 
of Giovanni and the Priar, for *Aein ahe meeta her brother (I.iii), 
she momentarily hesitates before auccumblng to his wlahea. Thowgh 
she, too, is inflamed by passion, Annabel la implicitly acknowledges 
the sinful nature of Giovanni's propoaala before she recklessly Joins 
him in a love-pact: 
Forbid it, my juat fearesi 
If thia be true, 'twere fitter I were dead. 
(I.ili.73.74) 
Nonetheleaa, join him sh® does and in an absurd travesty of the con­
ventions they are flouting, Annabella and Giovanni kneel down before 
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one another, exchange vows, swear they will remain cone teat, aad 
seal their bond with a kiss# Like her brother, AimaWlla initially 
lacks a genuine sense of guilt. Since she seems not to know right 
from wrong, Eliot's verdict (i.e., that Annmbella is "virtually a 
moral defective") appears valid here.̂  
Yet Annabella*s slight hesitation is, I think, important. 
Giovanni come* to her with a "tortur'd soule," works upm her ®snse 
of pity, and says that in trying to repent he has 
Dm# all that smooth'd*cheeke vertae could advise; 
But fomd all bootelesseî 'tis my destiny 
That you must eyther love, or I muet dye. 
(I.lii.81-83) 
No thinker, Annabella is overcome by Giovanni'# bombast; like the 
pitchmen he is, he pressures his sister into "baying" hi* love. To 
prove that hi* intentiim* are holy, Giovanni applie* the *ame 
epeclou* logic that failed to impree* the Priar. With the naive 
Annabella he has more success. 
Neerenesse in birth or blood doth but perswade 
A neerer aeerene»*# in aff#eti<m. 
I have askt eowssell of the holy church. 
Who tells me I may love you; and 'tis Just 
That, since I may, I should; and will, yes, willJ 
(I.iil.W.97) 
Giovami lies to his sister here, for no churchmn has given his 
sanctiem to the affair. Meanwhile, Anmabella is not so daring in 
her yearning. She blushes, for instance, when she reveals the lomg 
standing sexual attraction she ha# had for Giovmni. And while a 
B̂liot, 22* cit., p. 174. 
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blush way at this moment indicate little moral health, her em-
barrassment is a good deal more than Giovanni displays. Bwt even 
at this, Aïinabella's acticBS are far fro» blame 1#66. RwgAftiless 
of *Aat la reapcmsible for her evemtwal «Amiseion* she i$ willing 
to admit that *be has long possessed am wmatwral affection for her 
brother. 
In this seene Giovanni's moral state appears to have worsened. 
He begina by aoliloquixing that he ia "loxt" and that "the more I 
strivej I love" (ï»iii.2). He claims the Friar'» advice has netted 
him nothing and haa therefore forsaken it; no*, however, he ahows 
an awaremea* of ain: 
0 that it were not in religion ainne 
To make our love a god, and worship it I 
(I.lUié.T) 
No Imger trying to atypreaa hie paamion, Giovanni give* op and 
attribute: it to an mitaide agency; 
. . . 'tis not, I know. 
My Iwat, but 'tis my fate that lead» me on. 
(I.ill. 15-16) 
The result 1» irenic. In effmct, Giovwni equate» lu»t and fate; 
his asserticais to the contrary are simply wilfull aelf-deceptlon. 
To justify his evil, he ha» replaced a providential view of life 
with the machine*like force of fate, so as to evade respœisibility 
for his actions. And by denying re»poR»ibility for what he does, 
Giovanni ironically mdereuts his dream» of individuality and 
self-nastery. He is unwittingly reducing his humanity while 
thinking he is exalting it. At one and the #ame time, he exerts 
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his will la me direction and rejects it in another. Thus, it is 
difficult to picture him as a daî ing libertine; he has by now be­
came a rather pathetic figure beset with weakmesses he does not 
recognize. 
From this point on Giovanni and Aimabslla degenerate rapidly. 
Ome* they hav« comAmmated their love, they becem# disgustingly coy 
ia their erotic banter with me another. Teased about her loss of 
chastity, Anaabella, delighted, repliea: 
Oh* y'ar# wmtoml 
Tell oa't, y'are best; do®. 
(II.i.14-15) 
Her brother rewards her with; 
Kiss# m#»*aol Tkm huag Jove m Laeda's aecke, 
Aad suck't divine ambrosia from her lips, 
(II.1.16.17) 
The malogy, however accurate, goes maeticed by them both. Uba#*re 
that he has r#j#et#d reason, Giovanni ironically keeps up his 
"logical" frwt before the Friar and still argues in behalf of his 
aetioa*: 
M&at I have dome I*le prove both fit aad good. 
It is a principal1, which you have taught 
Whm I was yet your schol 1er, that the Arm# 
Aad comptaiti«m of the mind# doth follow 
%e frame aad composition of body: 
So, where the bodies furniture is beauty. 
The Blades mu*t needs be vertu#; which allowed. 
Vertu# it meIf# is reason but refia'd, 
Aad love the quim̂ sseace of that; this proves 
My sisters beauty being rarely faire 
Is rarely vertuous; ehiefely ia her love. 
And ehiefely in that love, her love to me. 
If hers to them so is mine to her; 
Since in like causes are effects alike. 
(n.v. 13-26) 
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This ftrgMMsnt is perversely N«o-Plat«mic. Giovanni distorts trath 
when h« emtmds that virtue "it selfe ia reas«m but refia*d", and 
that love is "the <iuint»ssenc®" of rmasm. Ï» the Sy«pq#lwm, Socrates 
values love mly when sensual love has been «ppplamted by a higher, 
jwrely ratl<mal love divorced from the senses | so too does Marsilio 
Fietoo in his Cmmemtary on Plato's Symposia» (1482), ome of the key 
malyses of love in the Reaaissmee Neo.Platomic tradition of love. 
But Giovanni is trying, more lamely than he suspects, to justify 
physical mim oa non-physical premises. Eve* if we were to concede 
some truth to his reasomimg, it is foolish to assume that he is 
virtuous merely because Anmsbella is, especially simo# it is obvious 
that Amabel la is no longer virtuous, if she ever was* Giovanni's 
reasoning is still specious, and still the Friar refutes it: 
0 igRoremee in knowledge 1 Loag s#oe. 
How oft#» have I wam'd thee this before I 
Indeed, if we were sure there were mo deity. 
Nor heaven nor hell, them to be lead alone 
By matures light-^as were ^ilosogAers 
Of elder times»4#ight instame# some defence* 
But 'tis not so: then, madmmm* thou wilf finde 
That nature is in heavens positions blind, 
(II.v.27-:4) 
As before, the Friar contends that Giovanni is badly mistaken ia 
assuming that pre-Christlsm philosof^y takes precedence over the 
doctrines of Christiw molality. Trying to be reasonable, the Friar 
supposes for a moment that were God not to exist, Giovanni would yet 
have only "some" defense for incest.̂  But God does exist for the 
^Robert Omstein, cit., p. 206, maintains that the Friar 
"implies that philoeophy and "''natural law' support rather than re A* te 
Giovanni's arguments" when he admits that "incestuws desire is 
natural, though forbidden by divine law." I find this hard to accept. 
After all, the Friar says only that Giovmni "might" have an argu­
ment if natural law prevailed. He uses merely a rhetorical hypo­
thesis which, in fact, is "not so." 
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Friar, who know* that "natures light" (i.e., reason) is finally am 
issufficieat mms of moral illwminati<m for amy man* Again, the 
Friar could comsciemtioufly take no other view.̂  If he is categori­
cal, what else, m the last resort, cas he be as a Catholic clergy* 
man? 
In a childish effort to embarras# the Friar, Giovanni then 
describes Anmabell#*# physical charm#. Beginning with her lip*, 
breath, eyes, hair, etc., he deliberately proceeds iantil "what is 
else for pleasure frm'd/ Wast I offend your «ares, shall go# ua-
n«#ed" (II,v.57"58), This catalog*# of fmmimlm# features is a 
parody of the ancient csaiceptim of the great chain of being md 
suggest* how Giovmmi is actually descending the chain from levels 
of *plrit%wility to lewis of wimality. 
Owing both to a sens# of guilt and to th# fatt that she has 
b#eom# pregnant* AmnWwlla, m th# other hamd, b#cim#* contrite, does 
penanc# b#fo»e the Friar, and begs for mercy. Curiously, h# t#ll* 
h#r *h# must accept 
First, for your homeurs safety that you marry 
The Lord Soramzo; next, to save your soule. 
Leave off this life, md henceforth live to him. 
(IIl.vi.36.3#) 
T̂he idea that rellamee upon "natures light" might be morally 
destructive is fairly commomplac#. The Christian»humanists through 
their pronoËtnœd familiarity with classical literature were aware 
of such a danger. In Para#se Regained, for example, Satan 
Christ to %# led by Nature'*'s''ïigmt'*''and abmdon 'doses' law." But 
Christ replies that "he who receives/ Uî t from above, from th® 
fountain of light,/ No other doctrine needs. . ." 
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Hi® Friar appears to resort to expediency here, and again with mixed 
motives. In the first place, since he, Giovanni, and Putana alone 
know that AnnaWlla has been sharing Giovanni's bed, the Friar feels 
he Muat provide the girl with more than religloua solace. Comse* 
queatiy, he offers Annabella spiritual guidance and practical advice. 
Nevertheless, while trying to be helpful, the Friar is prmpt-
ing Annabella to cheat Soranso, even though he knows nothing of her 
pregnancy. One# more faced with a choice bet%##n the leaser of two 
evils, the Priar chooses to risk a slight to Soraaio's pride and 
already dubious reputatleo. Critics think the Priar middled here 
appear to have overlooked his sincere kindness. He obviously feels 
the same way about Annabella as he does about Giovanni; both are 
misjptided delinquents in his eye#. If he coapraalaes with values, 
as he does, it is because of the charity he shows them both. But 
rather than to see her continue sinn^g, he tells Aonabella that she 
ia "almost c@ademn*d alive^ (Ill.vi.g), leaves her an opportunity 
to repeet, and* perhaps, redeem herself. 
Tree repmtmce, however, is still some distance from Annabella. 
After Soranao marries her and finds that she is pregnrnt, Annabella 
taunts him with his Ignorance; 
Beastly man, 'tis thy fate. 
I sued not to thee; for, but that I thought 
Your ever-loving lordship would have wmae 
Madd on denyallj, had yee lent me tisMi, 
I would have told »ee In what ease I was . . , 
(IV.111.1S*19) 
Whm Sonmie tormres her in order to learn the identity of her lover. 
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Annsbella stubbornly refuses to divulge it. Instead, she mockingly 
sings, 
Che sorte pirn dole# che sorire per amore?7 
It is not until the beglmimg of the fifth act that AnmaWlla sineerely 
repents for her siiiss "My cmsdmĉ  now stwids up against my lust/ 
With dispositions eharectred In guilt** (V*i.9»10), When the Friar 
Goimci den tally hî peas by her ope* window, Amabel la calls him to 
deliver 
This paper double lin*d with testes and blood: 
Which being granted, here I sadly vow 
Repemtwee, and a leaving of that life 
I lomg have dyed in* 
(V,1*34-37) 
She bids the Friar to have Giovanai "read it, and repent" (V.i,4f), 
and when he coAmeatg, A%a%#bella feel: that ahe cam **w#lc<*e death" 
(Va.59). 
Im comtraat* Giovmml never repent*. Buratimg with pride amd 
diadain, he continues hia onalau^t against What he thinka ia con­
ventional morality: 
Buaie epiniom is am idle fool# 
That, as a aehoole-rod, keep#* a child in awe, 
Frights the »aexperi«nc*t tamper of the mind; 
So did it mee, who, ere my precious sister 
Mas married, thought all tast of love would dye 
Ifi aud% a eomtraet; hot I find# no «Aange 
Of pleasure in this formall law of sports, 
Shee is still one to mee, mà every kisae 
As sweet and as delicious a# the first 
I reap*t, *&en yet the priviledge of youth 
Intitled her a virgin#. 
(V.iii.l.ll) 
%hemam translates* "What ̂ ath more svieet than to die for 
lover* 
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The fsct that he is nm an adulterer compewd# Giovmml's sins. 
Furthermore, words like "tast," "sports," "sweet," and "deliciows** 
assure «s that, #ether he knows it or mot, he is deeply immersed 
in the senses. Hie "superstitious feare" the Friar offers him, 
Giovanni hurls aside; in defiance, he scorns the Friar's "peevish 
chattering»" But irony taidereuts all that Giovanni now says or does. 
He implies here that W is not 'Hinexperienc't," but #en first told 
that Annabel la is pregnant, he sttaables about in confusioa. "Oh, 
#eel" he waila, "I have a world of businesse in my head" (Ill.iii# 
29-30), and, 'Wow does this newes perplex mee!" (III.iil.32), Shown 
Annabella's letter of repentante, Giovanni is asked by the Friar, 
"Why d'ee change colour, scsane?" (V.iii,27)^ As an intellectual 
Giovanni has presumed to argwe with the moral wisdom of the ages, 
but in fact Is too foolish to cope with an elementary biological 
phenomenon: pMCfeatiw, 
Motivated by fear and uneerkalnty# Giovanni becomes even wre 
raah. He di*(*eya the Priar and, determined to "glut himselfe in 
his owîi destruction" (V.iv.SS), rushes to a final rendezvous with 
his sister. Obllviou* to the trap waiting for him, he allows his 
pride unthinkable liberty; 
. , * why I hold fate 
Clasp't in my fist, and could command the course 
Of times eternal 1 motion ... 
(V. V.1W3) 
Neither Christopher Mar lows* s TamWr laine nor his Mortimer of 
Edward II exiiibits a greater la# of insight into their respective 
destinies. Like Cyril Touraeur's D'Amville of The Atheist's Tragedy, 
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Giovanni insists tiiat he caanot believe in God*s law unless he is 
givm a "sign.** He mocks the Last Judgment, convinced that 
*twez# somewhat strange 
To see the waters bum*: could I be lee v# 
This might be twe, I cm Id beleeve as well 
Them might be hell or h«avea« 
(V. V.32-3S) 
His face* says Annabella, em tains "dis tract im and a troubled count-
enmce" (V.v,46), bat Giovanni's conscience is barren. Entirely 
s®if"infataated,. h» osiers his sister to pray before he kills her 
for revenge. What revenge we ask? Upom what dees he bast what he 
appear* to think i* a ju»t actT There seem# to be oaly om# anawer: 
im hi* *olip*i#tic wiveree, Giovanni fancies that he is entitled 
to some Goa^ms&tim for Anmabella's marriage. The revenge he wants 
derives Arc# nothing other than a frantic jealousy. Tormented ty 
the thought that he has been spumed by AmWbelle, he disregards her 
futile efforts to cowert him to repentante. Closer than ever to 
the fury of Soranso, be protests. 
If ever after times should heare 
Of our fast"knit affeotloms^ though perh^s 
The lawes of conscience and of civilI use 
May justly blame us, yet when they but know 
Our loves, that love will wipe away that rigour, 
Which would in other incests bee abhorr'd. 
(V.V.6&.73) 
In a samse, Giovanni is more honest in this speech than he has ever 
been. Gone are his attempts to justify incest rationally; in their 
plaw is the endeavor to justify passion by means of itself. Hence, 
Giovanni's "fast-knit affectioms" are now admittedly respmsible for 
his quarrel with religious and social cmventions. He now frankly 
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«levâtes his âmoticms «bove reason and the "lawes of ccrnscience" 
Kid "eivill use." He prmswrns, moreover, that he amd Aaeabella will 
reap the mercy of society eaoe their iitcestuous love is recognised 
for it* form. Bat if he has doubt# about the legitimacy of iacest 
("lawes . . ë may jjustly blame us"), he dispells the» by savagely 
killiag his sister "to save |herj fme" (V.v.84). Her dying ceo-
deffl»ation ("Brother imkiad, wniki»d" [V,v«93|, co&tains words of horror 
at Giovaani's wmaturalmeas. Still, he ignore» her, md ruthlessly 
carves her heart from her breast, 
îhem, with aewimgly methodical and premeditated movememt», 
Giovammi iayalea Ammabella*» heart on hi» «word end d#»cw$da to the 
banquet hall to boldly "act (his] last and greater part!" (V.v.186)$ 
The heart, a om*v#nti<mal symbol for paaaiom, haa a diatreaaimgly 
overt, aexual overtw# *Aem fixed to the word. In fact, the orgi* 
aatie joy that Giovammi experiwe#» 1» mwtil»timg Amaabella** body 
fittingly caps th# moral mwt Hat lorn of which he has been long guilty. 
Ko more the troublesome atudemt, Giovamai is nm a fiemd. 
The demowmemt is swift. Prowd that he is "a most glorioua 
execationer** (V.vi.JS), Giovami stabs Sorammo and is, in turn, stabbed 
by Vasques, Soranzo's servant. Told by the Cardinal to "call for 
mercy," Giovaani saeers, "Mercy? why I have fomd it i» this justice" 
(V.vi.108), Itoreĵ ataat and depraved to the end, he makes one dying 
wish; 
Where e*«i I goe, let m@e enjoy this grace. 
Freely to view my Annabella*s face. 
(V.vi. 112-113) 
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Ironically, perhaps Giovanni hopes that Annabella will, like him, 
be dammed. At any rate, he dies, surely one of the most dissolute 
end debauched heroes of Jacobean drama. 
II 
the sain plot of 'Tis Pity, as I have interpreted it, has often 
received lengthy critical discussion Wiich mowts, for the momt 
part, either to emdmmnation of the play or wusual evaluations that 
free Pord from any moral commitments. Some critics believe Ford is 
so fond of his incestuous lovers that he employs them as a challenge 
to conventimml morality. Love, they maintain, is Ford's one, »«q»rm*e 
value, even #en in conflict with accepted moral principles. Assum­
ing that one works primarily with the main plot, this argument can 
be made fairly persuasive. After all, it is true that Annabella and 
Giovanni, for #11 their *1*»# *re glorified In compariaon with gome 
of the other characters. Both are young and handsome and exude a 
kind of vitality that has it* attraction. They oppose religiou* 
doctrines that no me, save for two or three lesser characters in 
their world, believes in any way. We might say that Giovanni md 
Annabel la are rmmtic figures fighting against a moral absolutism 
which would rob them of their individuality and freedom to love, 
were they to agree to it. But is it possible to say these things 
with cwvictiom? To do so, is to ignore the relationship of the 
subplots to the main plot. If the subplots are significant they 
must in some way qualify the themes of the main plot and so provide 
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us with a knowledge of what Ford was ultimately suggesting. 
Becauae of what she calls an Elizabethan "feeling for allegory," 
Professor Bradbrook believes that a contrast on the level of action 
is achieved "between different soods (almost different genus) of 
drama in the plot and mubplot."* If this is correct, then it seems 
to m that the subplots in *Tis Pity are surely worth examining. 
They have, of course, already received some attention, but it has 
been mostly negative. Miss Bradbrook herself says that "there is 
no intxmmmectim between the essaie characters and the serious 
a 
ones" in *Tis Pity* And Robert Omateim argues that the minor 
characters #xl*t mainly to "create leW antimaaqwes to romantic 
tragedy."̂  
I auggeat, however, that the minor charactera in 'Tia Pity 
have a definite purpeae; aa fella to the major character»* they 
reflect deeper and more aubtle levela of charaeteriaation in the 
pretgigcmiata. But aa fella the minor charactera need not make e%* 
plicit, direct atatememta about their ceuaterparta in the main plot. 
They may, aa they aeem to do here, merely afford us a means of 
cmparison by which m cam gauge and better evaluate the actlem# of 
Giovanni, Annabella, and the Friar, For each of these three figures 
is deliberately contrasted with other characters whose primary 
%radbrook, cit., p. 44. 
^Ibld.. p. 256. 
®̂Omstein, cit., p. 203. 
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fuactiod is to shew us how evil—or how "roœanticaHy" good— 
Giovmni and Aimabella really are. Glovasai, obviously, can be 
compared and contrasted with his three rivals for AnnabeHa*s love; 
Bergetto, Grimaldi, and Soraiizo. Annabella has parallels im Putana, 
Hippolita, and Philotis, And the Priar, finally, can be likerned to 
Plorio, Do#ado, the Cardinal, md Eiehardetto. If we dismiss 
Bergetto's servant, Poggio, we have only to cm tend with Vasques, 
who is more aabigttous than any other character and mmt be dealt 
with separately. 
The priacipal subplot of *Ti§ Pity involves Hippolita, wife 
to Riehardetto; Sormnxo, on# of Awaabella's suitors; and Vasques, 
Soranzo's loyal servant* Hippolita and Seramao have long had am 
adulterous relatiemship, and it is only of late that he has shifted 
his affectims to Annabel la. Hippolita md Soranzo are foils to 
Annabella and Giovanni, for by their adultery they also have violated 
Christiam ethic#. Though their #in s*y not be *o revolting as in-
cest, nevertheless it leads thw to deceit, treachery, and murder. 
Like Annabella and her nurse, Putaaa, Hippolita is lustful; 
unlike them she is extremely wilfull and proud. Furious «A#n Soran&o 
ends their affair, she sets out to be revenged for his "infidelity," 
and confronts him in a scene similar to the initial debate between 
Giovanni and the Friar. Spurred on by wounded self-esteem, Hippolita 
rages at Sozanzo until at last he threatens to leave her presence. 
In a burlesque of the Friar*s advice to Giovanni, Sotmzo sophist-
ically replies? 
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The vowes I made, if you MimembeT well, 
Wera wicked and unlawfulIj more sinne 
To keepe them then to break® them ... 
Whm Hippolita continues to rave, Sormzo tells her she is "past 
all rules of senc©*̂ * (II.ii.60)* and later, 
*o#m#n, com# here no more; 
Learroe to repent idid dy#; for, by my honour, 
I hate thee and thy lusts you have been* too foule. 
(11.11.100-102) 
Soraozo*» advico 1», th«m, a parody of the Priar'» to Giovanni mad 
Annabel1*. Goranzo, no less than Giovanni, is oblivious to spiritual 
health; his **hoRour" la an absurd pretwice. Hippolita, refusing to 
listen, tuma to Vaaque# for aid. By of^ring him her wealth and 
her body, she believe» she cm <6tain his help in getting revenge 
m Soranzo. She ia badly miataken. At the wedding feaat for Soranio 
*md Annabella, *be i* tricked by Vaaque», drlnka fro* the poisoned 
g{*let intended for Sorxmzo, and dies cursing him: 
Naiat thou live 
To father bastard»; may [Awabella'a] wombe bring forth 
Monster»; and dye together in yowr ainnea. 
Hated, seorn'd and wp it tied * . . 
(IV,i.103.105) 
Notwithstanding her prophecy, Hippolita'» death certainly foreshadows 
Giovanni's. Like him she is determined to do as she pleases and like 
him she pays the price for doing so, she, too, loses all sense of 
reason and is drlvm blindly to her destruction. 
Soranso is equally selfish. Before Hippolita he is restrained 
in his arguments but she refuses to listen to him be b#comes 
angry. Like Giovanni, Soranao imagine» himself a complete individualist 
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who cm choose his own moral (or immoral) conduct, md like Giovanni 
we see him primarily in aa ironic light. On the me hand, he 
smoothly glosses over Hippolita's ecstplaiats by coumaellng her to 
restrain herself, (M the other hand, he also lacks self-control when 
his own profme love is injured. Enraged that Annatelia is carrying 
another mam's child, he loses Lis composure, seises Annabella by the 
hair, and drags her tiç) mû d&m his chamber. "Come stnmpet, famous 
whom I" (IV.iii.l), he bellows, struggling to learn the rnrne of her 
secret lover. 
While being cuckolded would scarcely be wished on anyone, in 
the case of Soranxo m# are almost glad that h# is. Hi* dealings with 
Hippolita have fees® mean-spirited, and, regardless of the ham done 
his alleged honor, his treatment of Annabella is utterly sadistic. 
Seme of the critics I have earlier noted eon tend that Soranao is 
»ome%dw&t responsible for making it as though Ford partly 
approve* the love of Annabella and Giovammi. By creating Soranxo 
a* despicable, they maintain. Ford makes Giovanni seem preferable 
to us and hints that incestuous love is vlahl# under the ciremistances. 
To be sure, Soranw is worthless. DeoeitA*!* arrogant, and 
led&erou* he arouses intense dislike. But do his melodramatic 
actions make Giovanni's seem less evil thm they are? I doubt it. 
What we see is that Giovanni is equally pernicious and selfish. In 
fact, as foils, these two lechers are reflection* of each other. 
In the fifth act, for instance, when we witness Giovanni's bizarre 
and mthless murder of Annabella, we can imwdiately sense that idiat 
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Ford has done with Sorsnso he has dm# deliberately—to si#ply us 
a mean» by which to measure GiovaB»i*s outrageous actions. Their 
respective treataeats of Amabel la we so similar that it is 
difficult to see why critics draw such sharp distiactitms between 
them. $ora»3>o ha$ flcmted traditional values as thoroughly as 
Giowanai. Both have lived primarily for their senses. When Soraato 
sees the chance to better satisfy his aewual îç>petite, he marries 
Annabella and discards Hippolita i« ooe, meat movement. 
Bergetto is mother of Giovanni's foils. Nephew to Doaado and 
suitor to Anaabella, Bergetto is literally a «impieton who ccefowids 
his chances for marriage through utter lunacy. The two of them, 
Giovaxmi and Bergetto, both ignore the advice and cotmsel of older, 
wiser men; both inteed to follow their own egocentric plans. Before 
he ia rebuffed by A*m#bell»* Bergetto say* that he can **buy a head-
#11 of wit at any time," end until them "shall have the wench, myne 
mkl# sayea" But wh*a reaiated by her, Bergetto aoon 
forgets AnnaWlla, is attracted to Phi lotis» Richardetto's niece, 
and trie# to woo her, Dmado become» impatient with him: "Wilt 
thou be a foole stil?" (I.iv.47); he asks Bergetto. When hi® nephew 
continues his senseless behavior, Dmado grow even more impatient; 
"Get you home, sir, and looke you keep within doores till I retume" 
(IÎ iv.49-S0). Like the Friar, Dmado rebukes his ward; his cmmand 
is am ultimatum. And like Giovmni, Bergetto obeys, but scornfully; 
"How! that were a jest indeede; I s come it, yfaith" ( II.iv. 51*52). 
He has made up his mind to have Phi lotis in spite of Dmado; 
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*Sfoot, I will have the wench, if he were 
tenme %mkles, in despiî t of his noae, Poggio. 
(III.1.6*7) 
When cautioned by Poggio to remember his imcle's emmaad, Bergetto 
flatly asserts? 
HàSBîf him, old dastitig rmaealll mo, I say 
I will have her. 
(III.1.24*25) 
Bergett© is obviously a fool. So finally is Giovanni. Neither ever 
fmlly knows #at he is doing, aad while Giovmni may display more 
awareness of his om plight, like Bergetto he badly needs guidamee. 
Do&ado, in comtraat* is a foil to th# Friar. With Florio, 
father to Anmabella and Giovami, he represents a secular, but 
basically moral part of the society of Parma. All three mem are 
#dvi##ra to yowger member» of the play. Dowdo, for example, goes 
out of hi* to promote Bergetto*# awit to Anmabella. Nhea 
Bergetto le mletakemly killed by Grimaldi, Domado la grief^atrlckem: 
"Alaa, poore ereaturei he ment a© mam haraej/ That I am sme of" 
(III.ix,§-f}, Likewise, since he loves his daughter, Plorio "woald 
mot have her marry wealth but love" (I.iv.11), Whem she sees» all-
i»f, he immediately calls for a physician and shms a memal parental 
cmcerR for her. Similarly, When mh# be com## sick in the early stages 
of pregaamcy, Plorio does his mkmowing best to see that Annabella is 
well cared for. He joins Dmado im sorrow over the death of Bergetto, 
and he quite rightly protests against the Cardinal's justice in pro­
tecting Grimaidl from pumlshment. Throughout the play Plorio is opposed 
to tyrmny and sin omly to be overwhelmed by discovering that his son 
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is th« most heinous * inner in a world besotted with filth. Yet, since 
both Plorio and Dm ado attempt to wed Annabel la to a fool (Sergetto), 
they too are tainted with the moral blight that pervades Pama. 
We should realize by mow that Hippolita is not the only peraom 
who thirsts for revenge* Sinee Grlmaldi, Sormgo, Richardetto, md 
Giovaaai all strive to retaliate for th# "insults" they have re­
ceived, the revemge motif provide; yet another means by i61ch Ford 
can compare and contrast characters and complicate his themes. 
Grimaldi is no better than the others. After he fails to obtain a 
love potion to seduce Annabella* he quickly decides to murder 
Sorwxo, hi$ rival. By makimg Giovmmml a revwger, them, Pord add# 
one more telling mark to the depraved mature of hia Inceatwowa hero. 
It ia at thia point that the critic» who arga# that Pord owdomea 
Giovanni** actiow aeem to have ml*##d a aigmlfleant parallel. 
Again* it la a minor character %Ao auppliea ua with a mew way of 
looking# Gievaxmi. 
As I have said earlier, Anm#ella ahowa more moral health than 
her brother. Compared to Putwa, her nurse, AmmAella a#@arg even 
better* Putaaa is an outright bawd and makes no effort to he any­
thing els®. Informed by Annabel la that Giovanni is her lever, Putana 
allays any pangs of comacienoe her mistress might feel by arguing, 
. . if a yowg wench fee le the fltt upon her, let her t#e any 
body-*father or brother, all is one" (11,1.45-47). Devoid of any 
l̂ lhe Italian now puttana means "whore," 
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«thical sense sad crassly materialistic, Putma tells Annabel la that 
exmpt for the "speech of the peĉ le (incest] were nothing" (11.i. 
49}t Perhaps the most depraved person in the play, Putama several 
times shows her prurience by implying that she, too, would satisfy 
Gievamni's lust if given tW diasce. Lacking ti» opportwaity, she 
feeds vicariously m Amahella* expressing sheer delight when told 
in detail of her mistress's affair. To choose a spouse î tana ad­
vises- that Annabella 
Commend a man 
for his qualities, but take a hwbamd as he is a 
plaine-sufficiemt* naked man; such a we is for 
your bed . . . 
(I.il.iO«-lll) 
But like nearly everywe in the play# Pu tana is aware of sin, and 
#e«mer er later reveals it. After Arabella is discovered pregnant 
Putan# registers first a fear of social degradation (**sham*d for­
ever*" [III.ili.2]), and them a horor of divine retribution ("heavw 
forgive'ee: *Tis too late to repent» now heaven helpe usi" [Ill.iii. 
11]). Later, Putana is easily duped by Vasques, Soranao's servant, 
and tells him that Annabella's child will also be Giovanni's. Once 
he knows this. Vasques amd his cdiorts blind î taaia—a pmlsWent 
that symbolizes her gross immorality. 
As a foil to Putana* Annabella appears less evil than she is. 
When ccmpared to Philotis, Riehardetto's niê », Annabella fares less 
well. Since Richardetto has been cuckolded by Soraase and since he 
seeks revenge* he uses Phi lotis to gain access to Soranto through 
AaR*6ella. Then# after she has unknowingly helped her mcle, Mil lotis 
is conveniently dispatched to a convent. By this time Richardetto 
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has COB© to understand the evil implicit In revenge (i.e., his 
hatred for Soranzo has been responsible for the death of Bergetto), 
and he leaves Ms niece with the wlsdtm that "who dyes a virgin®, 
lives a saint on earth" (IV, ii. 28). Phllotis is strikingly 
different from the early Annabella. Pure of heart and soul, she 
departs for the convent with a display of piety extraordinary for 
the world of 'Tim Pltv; 
Then farewell, world, and wordly thoughts, adieu! 
Welcome, chast vowes, ayselfe I yeeld to you. 
(IV. 11.29-30) 
We are meant to se© a similarity between Philotis and Amnabella when, 
in the fifth act, Annabel la exhibits the saiae contrition, the mam# 
piety: 
Pleasures, farewell, and all yee thriftless® minute* 
Wherein falme joyes have »ptm a weary life! 
To these my fortunes now I take my leave, 
(V. 1.1.3) 
Vaaquea alone remain* for cameent. Our firat glimp*e of him 
(I.il) tells us little except that he respects his master, Soranzo, 
to the extent that he will fight for him. Like Putana and Poggio, 
Vasques is a servant, totally faithful to his master's wishes. In 
his short-lived combat with Griaaldi, for example, Vasques obeys 
Soranzo, wound* Grimaldi, and then defends Soranzo*s honor before 
Plorio; 
Yet the villaine of words, Signior Plorio, 
may be as such as would make any mspleen'd 
dove cholleriek; blame not my lord In this, 
(1.11.61-63) 
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Vasques's coimtsr-plot against Hippolita is also undertaken to 
protect Soranzo» and in an aside he reveals his trua intentions; 
"Work® you that way» old soul®? then I have wind of you" (Il.ii.lSl) 
After he has s@«a his master die and has killed Giovanni, 
Vasques explains to the Cardinal that he has lived according to the 
selfless servant's code: 
. , . for knw, my lord, I am by birth a 
Spaniard, brought forth my cowatrey in my 
youth by Lord Soraazo's father, whom whil'st 
he lived I aerv'd faithfully; since whose 
death I have beene to this mm as I #as to 
him. What I have done was duty, and I repeat 
nothing, but that the los»@ of my life had not 
raa*G**d his. 
(V.vi.122-42%) 
And Vasques is pardoned by the Cardinal for the aame reason that he 
committed his crime#* 
Fello*, for thee, #iac# what thou did*at waa done 
Not for thy self®, being no Italian, 
Wee banish thee for ever. . . 
(V.vi.149-151) 
I think we mu*t qweatio* this verdict. Wow ia it that Vaaqwea aad 
Grimaldl should both be banished by the Cardinal when they have 
openly contributed to, and aometime* Baster-winied, plots of violence 
and revenge 
One way of explaining the Cardinal** decision is to contrast 
him with the Friar. Like Putana, the Cardinal is materialistic, and 
when he ends the play he shows it: 
though Griaaldi mistakenly murdered Bergetto, his intentims 
were still murderous, and when the Cardinal absolved him of his crime, 
justice was obviously not enforced. 
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Take up these slaughtered bodies, see them bwriedj 
And all the gold md Jewells, or whatsoever. 
Confiscate by the canms of the church, 
We ceame upcm to the popes proper use. 
(V.vi.156-160) 
This implied indictment of the Cardinal need not be interpreted as 
m indictment of Okristim morality* Ford's hostility «eems directed 
against the Cardinal as a man and a cleric, not as a representative 
Christian, And Grimaldi, a close friead of the Cardinal, escapes 
Justice because of the latter** influence and power. Besides, the 
one sustaining moral force of the play-»-the Friar—has reluctantly 
fled Parma and its vile moral disorder. His absence seems to 
indicate that corruption now extends to almost every level of society. 
With Vasques^ the problem of character1sation is more complex. 
On the plane of "simple characterisation" (i.e., what a character 
says and does in relation to what other character* say and do), he 
is «mbiguous, Co the level of Imguag# (i.e., what a character says 
in relation to a general pattern established by the language), he 
can more clearly be seem as a seai-choric commentator, as one who 
stands sowewhat above the other figures in the play and speaks 
mainly to the audience. It is significant that for all his evil. 
Vasques never involves himself in sins of the flesh. We is not, 
as so many other characters are, driven by lust. Rather, his out-
stamding attribute is cold reserve. Although detached because of 
his social position. Vasques is the supreme rationalist of the play, 
and is thereby aloof from much of the eaotioaal riet ttat fills 
so 
His power of reasoning is no better illustrated than in the 
sc9n@ where Soranxo viciously abuses Annabella. With a seemingly 
authentic not* of incredulity. Vasques stammer*: "Sir, you must be 
ruled by your reason, and not by your fury: that mm unhiaiane «nd 
beastly: (IV.iii.SS-S7). He tells Soranzo to "mother" his revenge 
and trust that he. Vasques, will uncover the girl's secret. When 
he successfully tricks Put me, we see that he is, besides relentlessly 
rational, a master of pretemee* In the course of the play, he effort­
lessly d«g»es Putana, Hippolita, Giovanni, and Annabella, 
Intelligence is required to be a good actor, and intelligence 
is a large part of Vasques' character. Although he seems to lose 
control of himself when he kills Hippolita, he remains collected. 
He coedemms Mippolita, calmly explains his reasons for killing her, 
and watches her diet 
Dye in charity, for shame. This thing of 
malice, this wemmn, had privately corrt̂ ted 
m# with promise of marriage, under this politique 
reconciliatioi to poyson my lord, whiles shee 
might laugh at his confbsion on his marriage day. 
I proms'd her faire, but I knew what my reward 
should have been# . . . 
. . . and now have 
fitted her a just payment in her owne coyne. . , 
(IV.i.80.99) 
But it would be unfair to say that Vasques does not enjoy his 
cunning successes. After learning from Putaaa that Giovanni is 
Annabella*s lover. Vasques revels in perverse pleasure; 
Why this is 
excellent md above expectation I Her owne 
brother? 0, horribleÎ to what a height of 
liberty in damnation hath the devill trayn'd 
our agel 
(IV.iii.268-271) 
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Then he instantly sets mbout to trap Giovanni. 
Ford has been careful to provide Vasqaes with attributes which 
ao other character possesses to the same degree. Bmotionally frigid, 
intelligent, detached, loyal, trustworthy, aftd selfless—he is all 
these things when he wants to be, even though his inability to feel 
co#pm*#ioB&tely makes him mattractive. Dedicated to his master, 
he also occasionally shapes Soraaz®. And in his ow way. Vasques 
is as resolved in #at he does as the Friar Is. 
It should be noted that the words "resolve" and "resolution" 
occur over and over again throughout the play. These words seem to 
take m a special meaning in 'tis Pity, particularly in conjunction 
with Vasques. He prods Soranzo to revenge until at last Sorango 
*&*»*#; 
I am resolv'di urge not another word; 
My thought* are great, and all a* resolute 
As thunder. 
(V.il.10*12) 
Aware that an emotioaally wastabl# person 1* apt to forget or alter 
hi* r#*olutioA», Vasques faa* Soraaze** diaeoateat Into hatred* 
Good *lr, treeble *ot your *#lf# about 
other business then your owe resolution; 
r#m#*b#r that ti#* lost caaaet be reeal'd. 
(V.ii.17-19) 
ted when the guests have assembled for Soranzo's birthday celebration, 
Vasques hastens to "a little edge [Soraaso's] resolution; (V.iv.ZS), 
and later advises him to be "wise and resolute" (V.vi.2). 
The people most self-assured are those who most frequently 
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acknoïfledge that they are resolute or resolved. Hippolita warns 
Vasques to "resolve thy selfe" (11.11,137), for she is sure that 
Sotmiù will betray him. Later, «h® ways that she is "aara'd in 
[her] resolves" (lll.vi. 13) for revenge. More than mm Giovanni 
declares that he is "resolved" ia his love for Amnabellâ  md when 
Annabella agrees to marry Soranzo, the Friar sighs: "Timely resolv'd" 
(III.vi.53). After Aanabella opemly repents before Giovannî  he 
qaestioas hers "Aad what? you'le now be honest—that's resolv'dt" 
(V.v.lS). Aanabella couatera by warning her brother to "resolve" 
himself that the baaquet 1* a trap. Finally, Grimaldi is "reaolved" 
that he will kill Soranxo; and before she leaves for the convent. 
Philotis asks, "Unklê  shall I resolve to be a nuuT* (IV.ii.22), 
This verbal pattern suggest* that Ford wants us to ponder the nature 
of resolution. 
If Vasques and the Friar are two truly resolute persons in the 
play, it is because they have behind them an equally resolete code 
of ethics. By basing his decisions upon faith in God, the Friar 
enjoys a firm ethical footing. Likewise, by basing his decisions 
mpm a manmnde, but equally solid, set of standards, Vasques has the 
sanction of centuries-old customs growmded in the mas ter/servant 
relationship. By staying within the confines of his "code" (I.e., 
by remaining faithful to his master, above all), Vasques has much 
in common with the Friar. Neither he nor the Friar questions the 
validity of their moral codes; they willingly accept them and live 
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by thm. Too, sine© Vasques has aueceeelvely served Soranso and 
his father, he knows the value of being ruled. Thus, whei* he tells 
Soraaio to "be ruled" by reason and not passion. Vasques is not 
restricting his advice to merely the present moment. Be it self-
discipline or the avowal of m external "faith," Vasques recognizes 
the need for restraint. So does the Friar» When Giovmni insists 
m making his final visit to Annabella, the Friar commends him not 
to: "Be rul'd, you sW not goe.* (V.iil.61). Earlier, Richardetto 
orders Bergetto to leave off his silly lovemaking: 
B# rwJ'd: wbea wee have done what's fitt to doe. 
The* yeu may klsae your fill, and bed her too. 
(III.V.50-91) 
And when Soranto falls to abide by reason. Vasque* Interjects, "b#e 
rul'd, as you respect your honour# or you marr all" (IV.iii.l05). 
Again we find Ford eoBScloualy working with laaguage, for It is 
with the aid of these recurring words and phrase# that he pieces hi# 
play together. Through their frequency, words like "blood," "reason," 
"duty," "justice," and "fate" become immgistic ead assist in recalling 
many preceding scenes. The word "blood," for instance, occurs over 
thirty times. Often it is a synmym for blood-relationship, as when 
Giovmni argues that Annabel la is bound to him "by the links/ Of blood, 
of reason: (I.i.31-52). At other times "bloo<f* is connected with 
violence, as when Hippolita calls Soranio's lust a "sensual! rage of 
blood" (II.ii.28). And by occasionally overlapping the meanings of 
the word. Ford achieves irony and also unifies his play. So it is 
wh«tj Richardetto surmises that Annabella's "sicknesse is a fulnesse 
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of her blood" (Ill.iv.S). That is, owing to her passion (blood), 
Aîîïiabelîa has becme pregnant by her brother (her blood). 
D. K, Andersoa, in me of th* fow studies of Ford*s imagery, has 
pointed out that a sustained verbal pattern also exists in the use of 
the words "h**rt" aod •'banquet.Throughout the play, says Anderson, 
"Ford depicts love in term* of feast and food; henee the love-death 
scene between Giovanni and jWmabella is symbolized not only by the 
torn-out heart but by the banquet of pleasure.Since this seems 
to be so, *Tis Pity gains as much through its language, as through its 
subplots. 
Thus, the moral coaflict im *Tis Pity She*» a_ Whore has far 
reaching i«qpllc*tioa*. In Ae first piece# Ford does not emmctiom 
incest. Annnbellm mad Giovanni are not his exemple of virtuous lovers, 
nor are they elevated to a position superior to Christian morality. 
The Hippolita/Soram%o subplot is a reflection of the disease which has 
infected their minds*-indeed, the minds of nearly everyone in the play—-
the disease of self-will and self-love which finds its expression in 
rank carnality. Giovanni is placed en a level with, if not beneath, 
adulterers, fools, sensualist*, and murderers. By her repentance, 
Annabella shows all the more that Giovanni is "lost" in madness and 
will be dammed for his sins. Simultaneously, Ford implies that me 
%̂aaald K. Anderson, Jr., "%e Heart and the Banquet: Imagery 
in Ford*s *Tis Pity and Hi® Broken Heart," StWies in English Litera-
ture. II (Sîûangn^2),~m?n[7: 
14lbid., p. 211. 
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will not be "lost#" if cm« exerts me* s will properly. 
Vasques is pardoned and banished for at least two reasons. The 
Cardinal, mercenary though he is, is in a position of authority and 
has the power to rule over the wills of others. Also, inaamueh as 
Vasques has not perverted his reason, œd because he subscribes aitd 
remains loyal to a "faith," however ua-Oiristian, it appears that Ford 
comaiders a selfless commitmeNt to external values a measure of seme 
worth. When reason paaders to passion, the press of emotion seem in 
characters like Giovanni, Annabella, Soraazo, Hippolita, Putma, and 
Bergetto erw%)t» and destroys the e<piilibriwm bet%#een reason and 
passiw Aat must be maintained in man if he is to thrive in amity 
with others. Misused, rease# becomes annihilated by selfish,, ego* 
tistical surges of insan# iadividuall*m-#am individualism lAidi seems 
to generate death. In the last analysis. Ford's final vie# at the 
end of th# play appears remarkably close to the lAriar's starting point: 
• , * better *tis 
To bless# the swine then reason why it shines. . • 
CHAPTER III 
THE BROKBN HEART 
In SOB® respects, the world of Ztokm Htart i« related to 
the world of *Yls Pity. Ford has again focused upm eharasters 
whose lives are gevemed far more by passioa than by reason, mà 
again he indicates that loss of internal stability ends in self-
deatructio*. Throughout, however, a quiet and mWmed twe pervades 
The Mmhm Heart which modifies and softens the action: of the moat 
CMcial char#ctera*"Ithoelea» Orgilwa, Penthea, and Cmlantha. Vio-^ 
Imm, when it occurs, is remtrained; physical pain md mental aagwish 
slowly coo aw* their victim#; pergonal reaponalbillty and public dnty 
relentleaaly grind th«a into an intenae auffering wd unbearable 
A*#llty. When they die, th#y die either lamguiahing wder the burden 
of their aerrowa or ailently and l̂iberately commit aulcide. Love 
and death are inextricably bound together> and over th# entire play 
en Indefinable fate hangs #n#p#nded like a dark cloud. 
The setting for Th# Br##, Heart is Sparta, and the characters, 
mostly aristocrats, are members of the royal family, counaellora of 
state, or wealthy noblemen. Since this play, like *Tis Pity, involves 
a rather ««suai treatmemt of moral issues, w# might guea* that Ford 
selected Sparta for his setting for the aiose reasons that he chose 
Renaissance Italy as the setting for *Ti* Pity. 1 But Sparta has a 
Ŝhermm, dt. ,xxvii, notes that in The Bremen Heart "Ford 
throws down the gam tie t to orthodox morality i)y placing a' Woroughly 
pure woman [Pmthea] in a genuine noal dilemma." 
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definite dramatic advantage over Italy, Because it is as far from 
England in time as it is in space, Sparta offers Ford a temporal 
perspective as well as a geographic me. The resalt is a imi#ely 
artificial, nearly dream-like quality that effectively coatribute* 
to the play*# overall tme. with more than a hint of allegory, the 
characters are given names suggestive of the dominant trait each 
possesses and the figurative role each will play, almost as if they 
are personified "humours" as in Ben Joason's comedies.̂  Ttiexe is 
reason to swpect# too, that this world owes much to the pastoral 
settings of Beaxmont and Fletcher. Sparta* because of its legendary, 
royal splendor, is Ideally fitted to the symbolic, ritualistic ac-
tiens and themes of the play. For in The Broken Heart we are pre­
sented with a privileged class who live restrained lives within the 
confine# of a highly civilised and refined culture, a class who 
comtiau#!]^ struggle to eontrol and, if necessary, quell the torrwt 
of their emotions. 
A major problem in treating The Brohen Heart will be overcome 
as soon as we realize that the plot, as artificial as the setting, 
is highly unrealistic. Situations and events are so contrived that 
they are prepeaterous in relatlom to simple cause and effect. As a 
emsequence, soae critics are peiplexed by various scenes, and in 
view of their criteria (a rather vague in sis tm ce rwlism in 
Ĉharseters are identified by stidh attributes as "angry, 
"vexation," 'Wise," "joy," etc., md, for the mast part, exmiplify 
these attributes in their behavior. 
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plot and characteriz&ticm), they are not cmaplately mistaken in their 
<̂ jectims. No me will deny that the plot of Ihe BrcJtea Heart is 
confusing; indeed̂  I should be th# first to admit it. 
Initially* we must realize that an error i« judgment committed 
Img before the play begins is respcwtsible for most of the problems 
which now affect the main characters. At the outset, Orgilus» s&a 
to Crotolon, is desperately i» love with Peathea, The two, we are 
told, had be em fommlly betrothed imtil Peothea's brother, Ithoclea, 
broke the betrothal contract aad forced Penthea to marry Baaaemea* 
a rich, middle-aged mobleman. Sometime afterward», vdxem Ithoele* 
return# to Sparta from the war at Messeae, he himself falls in love— 
with Calœtha, daughter to King Amyclaa. By this time* Orgilus is 
aecretly purauimg retaliatlcm A»r the wremgs he has suffered. His 
revemge aeems complete wham he kills I^otle* a»d so preyemt* him 
from eomwmmatimg hie love for th# Princess. MeaniAile, Pemthea 
slowly succuËbs from grief. Separated from her true love (Orgilus), 
she loses her mimd end starves herself to death. 
Imp Holt ia the play are themes of homor, duty, justice, end 
3tev«»ge-«all of them derivimg from a basic love/reaaom cemfliet. 
In order to cope with them, it is best to define the mature of this 
eemfllct more fully. Ia the first place, each of the four chief 
dbaracters Is endowed with a ruling passion which appears to be 
inimical to his or her heppimess or fruatratiw. This ruling passlom 
or "trait" leads each character to make choices or vows in which each 
runs the risk of clashing with the will of others or with the authority 
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of institutims sad social codas which have behind them an absolute 
system of «thics, however limited. That is, institutions like marriage 
«ftd duty to the state tend to impose a code of ethical behavior «pon 
people #o may accept or reject the code, depending mpm its power sad 
the strength of individual drives. Yet, @vw when characters like 
Ithocles, Calantha, and Penthe* accept the moral codes of institaticms, 
they are wmble to live by them for they find themselves still incited 
by inner desires #id* expose Institutional morality. The outcome of 
this cmflict is a kind of moral schiwphrenia in whidi some characters 
try to d>ey two comtrary dwands* Inwardly divided* they become en­
meshed in seemingly Insoluble dilemmas *hid% they cannot resolve by 
themselves. Death seems to them to be their <mly release from the 
«igmish of intexnal toimemt and they eagerly seek It. 
We are, th«m, faced in this play with moral problems of enozmous 
Qoeplexity. But while it is ow thing to recognixe the moral problems 
In The Brdk** Heart* it is mother to imderstand what Pord may offer 
as selmtions to them. As in *Tis Pity, the minor diameters provide 
*Mme means for determining the "answers" we seek, but not enough. 
Although at least two of the minor characters (Prophilus and Buphranea) 
are quite obviously foils to the four major characters, they appear so 
seldom in the play as to be iaadetpate for our purposes, Coasequently, 
in order to mderstaad Ford's moral vision, m must ultimately uome to 
grips with what appears to be the play's central comoept. Since almost 
every person in %e Broken Heart is determined to attain or preserve 
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his or her honor, there is BO better place to begin a thematic dis-
cus#icn of tM plmy than with what Ford seems to suggest is the nature 
of hmor* 
la the third act of Th# Brekw Heart, Tecnicus, a wise philos* 
opher aad teacher of Orgilms* explains what true homer is s 
Honour consists not in s here epimieo 
By doing any act that feeds con tern t; 
grave in mppearmce* we thiake it brave* 
Such honour come# by accident, not nature. 
Proceeding from the vices of our passim, 
Whidï make: our reason druahe. But reall honour 
Is the reward of vertîie, aad acqmir'd 
By juatice or by valour which for ba»ea 
Hath jwatlce to uphold it. He them fail## 
In hotioar., who for Iwre or revenge 
Commit# thefts* awrthers, treasonŝ  aad adulteries# 
With such like, by Imtrenchimg m Just law##, 
%<Ae aov'ralgaty ia b#*t pr##erv*d by justice. 
Thu$, aa you aee how hoRomr muat be grounded 
OR knew ledge, mot opimiom,**f0r opimiom 
Relyea on probability and aceitdkmt 
But knowledge on mmmsity mmd truth* » . 
According to Tecnicu#* true horn or is e armed by virtuous, just, mé 
valowroua action# Im behalf of a justice groumded im knowledge. Baowl-
edge* im tura,,. rests up» neeegaity aad truth*-!##*, upon the very 
nature of thing#* wpem a set of principle» which am absolutely 
certâia-i "Falae" h cm or, the convey## of true honor, can be gained 
only by accident, for it proceeds from the "vices" of passion which 
3%d)vert rea#em, This is not to say that all paaalcm is bad, but 
% 
All reference# to The Broken Heart refer to S. P. She mam* s 
edition, *Tis Pity She's" a'''Mô '''''̂ l'''''ye' Broke» Heart, Belles Lettres 
Serie# (Bwt&T%?rr^ 
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rather that the "vie®»" or excesses of passion are disastrous. 
Thieves, awrderers* traitors, adulterers are not hmorable because 
their passi<m»t© "vices" make their "reason drumke" so that they 
invariably fall into the «aare of falae hooor* Tecnlcus specifically 
e<mdemas opiaicw, whldh he considers the amtitheais of kaowîedge, 
because opinion cm, like passion, be totally egocentric aad there­
fore undisciplined^ He hold# knowledge superior to opimiom because 
it is based upom an objective, absolute standard of truth which sap-
ports, rather than entrenches «pon, "just lawes." 
He equates* or at least links, real or true honor with virtue, 
justice* reason, knowledge, and necessity. At the same time, he 
directly associates false honor with lawlessneas* passion, opimitm, 
and aecldent**the opposite of necessity. Significantly, he does 
net entirely deny the value of opinion or subjective judgmwts, for 
he knows that man must sometimes rely upon subjective jud#ent in 
order to make moral choices and decisions# Temiots negates gmly 
the excesses of oplnlcm %fhich lead man to ret&less «W #lfish actions. 
He pleads for a kind of via media* and thus is largely Aristotelian 
i» his distinction between real and false honor. In the Nlcomachean 
BthiCjS.j Aristotle reasons that 
Virtue. » . Is a state of character ooncemed with 
choice, lying in a mesm, i.e. the mm relative to 
us, this being determined by a rational principle, 
and by that principle by which the mm of practical 
wisdom would determine it. Now it is a mem between 
two vices, that i&ieh depends m excess and that 
which depends on defect; and again it is a mean 
because tW vices respectively fall short of or 
exceed what is riĝ t in both passions and actions. 
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while virt&m both finds and chooses that #iA is 
imtermediate. Hence» in respect of its substmce 
md the defimitioo which states its essence, virtue 
is m mean . . . 
But not every action nor every passim admits 
of a meam; for some have aame* that already imply 
badwess, e.g., spite, ahameleasmeaa, e«vy, and in 
the case of action* adultery, theft, murder . . 
Tecaicais, by associating honor with justice, suggests that he also 
has in mind the other three classical virtues to which nan should 
ascribes wisdom-, tempe ram ce, $md eourag*. The deliberate misuse 
of reason, however, is neither wis®, tmperate, nor couragews, but 
foolhardy, in tempera te, and cowardly, md rewards man with wly a 
distorted sense of self-^tsteem. As such, excessive opinion leads 
to a soiipsistic morality iiacoxq*atible with the iÉ>solute nature of 
knowledge. 
For all intents «md purposes, Tecnlcws' speech is the thematic 
core of %e Broken ttesrt,. Not miy is justice show» to be more valid 
than Impulsive, individualistic aims, but opinion and knowledge—the 
fowndaticm for man*s thoughts and actions-^'are held to be diwetrically 
opposed. I» view of these distinction#, it Is relatively easy to 
evaluate the actions and reactions of characters. Through Teô icus' 
definition of homor, we are provided with the means we need for de* 
termining whether a character is acting honorably or not, whether he 
is pledged to knowledge or opinion, «Aether his life is built upon 
necessity or accident. 
%̂%0ted by Janes B. Wilbur and Harold J. All«tt, The Worlds of 
Plato amd Aristotle (New York, 1962) , p. 146. «—«— 
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As in the cpeming scene to "Tis Pity, Ihe Broken Heart begins 
with two figures pitted against one another. Crotolem, a sinister 
of statet i* qiaarreliag with his son, Orgiias, over whether the 
latter ahould be permitted to journey to Athens. Orgilus reminds 
his father that his betrothal to Peathea has bee* broken by Ithocles, 
and that she has been forced to marry Bassanes. Otherwise# says 
Orgilus, 
we had emjoy'd 
Ihe Sweets our vow#s expected, had not cruelty 
Prevented all those triwaphs m pr#ar'd for. * . 
(1.1^32-34) 
Orgilus pleads that he be allowed to leave Sparta to escape the 
sorrow he fèels %Aen mear Pemthea and to free Baasames from cause 
for jealousy* 
For knowing how the maid wa* heretofore 
Courted by me, his jealeuaies grow *fild 
lhat I should Steele again into her favours, 
And undermine her vertues; whl(A the goda 
Know I nor dare nor dream of* 
(I.i.72.76) 
The argument emds peacefully for, #11# disappointed in love, 
Orgilus seems determined to leave Sparta and seek thenqxy for his 
bitter but useless grief. Since Peathea is married, Orgilus can 
do nothing. His prppesed journey he calls a "voluntary exile," and 
we have no apparmt reason to do#t him. 
Nevertheless, Orgilus is shot tiirough with rmcor md malice. 
He feels, as m discover later, that he is still not only betrothed. 
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but actually married, to Penthea,̂  His debate with Crotolon belies 
an obvimis hatred for Ithocles, Bassanes, and the marriage, which 
has produced ia Bassanes what Org!lus calls 
& kind® of momstor-love, whldi love 
lâ awrse troto a fear so Strang and servile 
As brands all dotage with a jealousie. 
(1.1.61-63) 
Org!lus' love for Penthea, strong as it may be, is highly overstated 
in this first scene. Regardless of his unhapplneas, he is arrogant 
when he declares that Bassanes "never cam usurpe her heart,/ Before 
contracted mine" (1.1,52*53), He insists that "no time/ Can eat 
imto the pledge" (1.1.31*^32) he has maés, and that PenAea, bis 
"shrine of beauty" (1*1,64), will remain forever tied to him. An 
outraged Idealist, Orgllus demarnds an "ought-to-^be" world for the 
erne In whldi he finds himself. Paced with a bleak future, he 
exaggerates his claims* allowing himself self-pity and the chance 
for revenge# When he moans that "Seules sunke in sorrow beare their 
grleAis about *em" (1*1.117), he Is tortured by an Inner tuimoil 
N&ich can only be dangerous* For, like Giovanni, Orgllus fully in­
tends to follow the course of action he feels he must. 
Since he lies about leaving Sparta, asswees a disguise, md be-
ernes a student of Tecnicus, It is apparent that he has begun to live 
by opinion and the "vices" of passlom, Teaslcus sees a "consequence 
^By Blixabethen standards Orgllus Is correct. The seventeenth-
century betrothal was far more binding than a simple vow of tsue 
love, Glenn H. Blayney says that Penthea's "subsequent wforoed 
marriage to Bassanes would have Wen thought adulterous" at the timw. 
("Convention, Plot, md Structure in The Broken Heart," Modern 
Philology. LVI [August, 195S], 2). But'evim'W,"Po5 seems''%' 
cWsclously make Orgllus* sense of aitrage excessive. 
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of daagrr" (I.iii.7) in th« "aspect" of his pupil and cautiws him, 
"Tempt mot the stars," for 
this diajtge 
Of habit and disguis® in outward view. 
Hides not the secrets of thy aoul# id.thin thee. 
Prom their quicke-piercirog eyes, sfeich dive at all times 
Down to thy thoughts. . . 
(I.ili.2^) 
Orgilus* motives are soon apparent; he has decitWd to woo Penthea 
md to prevemt Ê phranea, his sister, from becoming engaged to 
Praphiitts, Ithocles* closest friend* Ihm, when he discovers him* 
»#lf to Penthea (II.ill), he blatwtiy dimobeya Teemicue* warning. 
In this scene Ford develops keen psychological insight into 
Penthea. We expect her to be pleased with Orgiliis, for she is said 
to love him a# much ** he love# her, But ahe i* not pleased* She 
attadi* him for hi* impewoea and flagrant affront to her honor; 
Raah man, tho» layest 
A blemiah em mime honour, with the haxard 
Of thy too desperate llfé. . . 
(II.iii.52-54) 
In other word*, Penthea acaises Orgil«s of permitting the "vices** 
of hi# passim to overwhelm his judgment. Still, her quixotic re­
fusal of Org! lus is hard to cm^prWimd. Qa the ome hand, she contend; 
that their former joy is "bmried in an everlasting silence,/ And shall 
be, shall be ever" (%I.lii.70*71). On the other, she confesses that 
she camot "thinke that Orgilus deserved/ No better favours then a 
second bed" (II.iii.102*103), and declares that the "Heavms doe 
witness" (II.iii.79) yet to the validity of the betrothal. Ithocles* 
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injustice* she says, is a "rape dm# m [her] truth*' (II,iii*80), 
but #spite her love for Orgllus and the kaoim legitimacy of tMir 
betrothal, #he insists m preserving her hem or and remaimimg faith­
ful to Bassanes. She will adhere, that is, to the virtue demaaded 
by marriage although she does mot wholly accept it. Thus, Peathea 
is pulled simultimeottsly in two opposite directimsî by her peraomal 
deaire# (i.e., she is "wife" to Orgilus), and by the objective 
absolutes of the imstituticm of marriage (i.e., she is married to 
Bmssames). What makes her ease ctmplex amd pitiful is that her 
allegiaaee to both mm and to the "justice" of marriage and betrothal 
la imaufficiemt. We ml^t agree that ah# mow Uvea im adultery with 
Baasaae*, but thl* *$ema merely a tadmical atlpplatioa. To Penthea 
both of her "Carriages" are «acramemtal. Her inability to honor both 
of them (and thereby satisfy the dewmda of two cwfllctigg ̂ solutes) 
is clean lacking coaaummatiOA, her love for Orgilus leads to amo-
tional fmstratiw* The honor she ao devoutly treasures is blighted 
by the fact that she caaaot be truly hem arable, in spite of her efforts, 
Penthea would have Orgilus believe that she is acmehow bridging 
the gep between honor and love, but he fails to mderstaad her peculiar 
aabival«»ce. He argues that she is "warntorn" im greatimg him her love 
but not her bed, end provokes another savage outburst from her* 
Uncivi11 sir, foiteare. 
Or I cam tume affection into vemgeemce; 
Your reputation, if you value amy, 
Lyes bleedimg at my feet. Ubworthy man. 
If ever heaceforth thou appear® in lamgiuage. 
Message, or letter to betray my frailty, 
I*le call thy former protestatioes lust, 
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And curse my starres for forfeit of my judgement. 
(11.iii.110-117) 
The irony is that Pernthe* has already forfeited much of her judgment. 
By trying to reconcile her internal and external conflict#, she has 
partly victimized herself. Orgllus is right when he tells her she 
is "ireate®,'* for more than a trace of selfishness lies beneath her 
headatromg denial of his pleas. One cannot help thinking that Pemthea* 
miserable though she is, rather enjoys her pain. She is pieaumptwus 
im assuming that she must spam two antipodal poles of homer. In a 
sense^ she deliberately asqplifiea her misery for the sheer torment 
of doing so. 
Nevertheless, what is Pwxthea to doT She has, after all, been 
trapped by cireumatanees beyond her cA»trol. Forced by Ithocles to 
marry Basaaaes* she, like Orgilua, has been cast into a situation 
which she would alter* me supposes, if she could. Unable to, she 
fights to salvage the veatiges of her honor amd keep her omly grip 
on self-respectIn relatiom to Tecaicus' speech, her problem ap# 
pears insoluble for her motive# see» grounded in knowledge and not 
opimion. Since "rem11 honour/ Is the reward of verWe," and since 
Psmthea is trying to maintain real virtue, it looks a# though she 
is a truly honorable w&mm. Her pass lorn has not made her "xeasom 
driaike," for if it had, she would submit to Orgllus and be unfaithful 
tp Bassanes. By re Awing Orgilus, she implies that, unlike him, she 
no penchant for clashing with institutions sanctioned by God or 
disobeying the will of her husband. The only thing that Penthea can 
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really be accused of is a perverse and unconscious desire for self-
d«structi(m* Knowing herself in an impoaaibla aituatiom# she begima 
to yearn for death from the me##nt she rebuffs Orgilasî 
In vain* we labour in tMa coura# of life 
To piece OUT Journey out at length, or crave 
Respight of breath, our home is in the grave. 
(II.iii.147-149) 
In contrast to Penthea, Qrgilus is not trotdxled hy a divided 
mind. Defiantly he proteata that ahe owes no debt to Baaaanea* 
I would possess© my wife; the equity 
Of very teaaon bids me. 
(11.111.72-73 
But feaaom la not Orgilua' guide. On A* comtrary* the "vioeaf* of 
paaaion hav# aiAceeded in making hia "reaaon drunke," md amg#r (which 
ia hia perawified "trait") ovenAelma any juatioe to which h# mi^t 
be entitled. Although hia argumw»t la legally defensible (i.e., h# 
haa the betrothal comtiact behind him), he la still guilty of "in­
trenching on juat lawea" by refuaing to recognixe that Penthea»» 
manriage to Baaaanea is valid. Orgilua* diaguiae ia an bbvioua in-
atanc# of how he has diahenorably tried to further his own ends. 
Besides, he does not actually wish to virtuously gain or preserve 
honor, but merely to aatiafy hia paaaiom by loving P«nthe&. 
That Orgilua ia guided by opinion and not knowledge becomea 
increaaingly evident aa we follow him through the play. Nursing hia 
frustration», he waits for the opportunity to get revenge m Ithoclea. 
Crotolon, aware of Orgilua* distemper, warns him to contain his 
wrath: 
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Sona#, sonne« I find in thee a harsh condition; 
No curtesie can mixarn it; His too rmckorcms. 
(III.iv.19-20) 
Orgilus disagrees* His sense of homor has been badly injured by 
Ithoeles, and while he pretends to comply with his father's wishes, 
he becoMS steadily more hostile to Ithocles who, he says, 
hath descended fro* that height 
Of arrogsic© and spl«ene which wrought the rape 
On grieW Pen them's purity; his s come 
Of my untoward fortunes is recl*im*d 
Unto # courtship, almost to a fawning, « » 
(I%Iklv,24*29) 
Again Orgllws is mistak#». Ithocles is not "fawning" but is attempt* 
int to repair^ insofar as he can* tho damage he has done in the past. 
So it is that Crotolott accuses Orgilus of an "infectian of [the] mind" 
that "threaten# the desolation of [his] family" (III.iv.44*45). 
Cenpared to Orgilns, Penthea is pathetic. l%en she becomes 
reconciled to Ithocles she sincerely tries to forward his seit to the 
Princess by visiting Calantha and begging her to consider Ithocles a 
prospective husband. Yet, for ail her good intentions, Penthea is 
gradually losing her wits. More then ever she expresses the desire 
to diet 
My glass# of life, sweet princesse, hath a few minutes 
Remaining to smm down#; the smés are spent| 
For by an inward messenger I feel# 
The suamoms of departure short and certain#, 
(HI.V.9-12) 
Her internal struggle with two opposing loyalties has bee» too severe, 
and she insists that her mly remedy will be a "̂ winding sheet" and 
a "fold of lead." Convinced that she "must not live" (III.v.41), she 
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ignores Calantha's reasonable arguments sad surrenders# so to speak, 
to opinio». Th# moral cleavage which has long divided her sensibili­
ties is simply too much for Penthea to withstand. Her last encowter 
with Org!lus, Ithocles, sad Bassanes (IV.ii) is tragic. Raving 
deliriously, Penthea turns to them, sobs one© more over her "wrack'd 
hoaoMr,** and resorts, at last, to suicide. She starves herself to 
death, certain there is "nor cure nor comforts for a leprcms #oul*" 
(IV,ii.l69). 
Prom me point of view Penthea has done her utmost to live in 
terms of knowledge. Now, when she takes her own life, it Is difficult 
to maintain that viewpoint. Tecnicus (with Aristotle as his authority) 
explicitly points out that "œurthers" rm counter to the universal 
laws which constitute knowledge. By committing suicide, Penthea 
reveals that she has been conqttered by the excesses of her emotions. 
Her death, therefore, is not virtuous, but the result of a thorough 
misuse of reason. 
Orgilus represents an even worse misuse. Distressed by the 
sight of his beloved, he foolishly sisinterprets her mad raving and 
assîmes that Penthea has suggested he kill Ithocles; 
She has tutor'd me; 
Sam# powerfull inspiration checks my lasinesse. 
(IV.ll.124.125) 
Whether or not Penthea has actually dme so is debatable. If she 
wants Orgllas to murder Ithocles, them her reccmciliation with her 
brother was treacherously motivated. On the other hmd, she appears 
to be hmestly reconciled to him when she attempts to match him with 
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the Frlaoess. Ccmsetpently, Ford may wish us to see that Penthea 
yagqaseiottsly desires revenge upon Ithoeles* At my rate, it is clear 
at this point in the play that OrgilMS i« being driven by excesses of 
passim. Warned one# more by Tecaieas to beware the outcome of re­
venge, he scoffs that he will not trmjble himself with the riddles 
of oracles: . . •tis dotage of a withered braine" (IV,i.lS4). 
Once he realizes that Penthea is dead, Orgilus becimes# like Giovanni 
in *Tis Pity, intent solely m carrying out his mwrderous plans. 
He traps Ithocles in a chair equipped with m "engine," stabs 
and ccnfes»#* his crime to Calantha# When granted hi* choice 
of exemption# Orgiltis chooses to bleed to death by his own hand—a 
fitting symbol for the riot of pasaiw. He brazenly slashe* hi* 
veins and insists that the omlookers 
looke Mpw my steddimesse, and seome not 
The sidmesae of my fortme. . . 
(V.ii.11**120) 
Peeling no *#pMtm«e for his mwrder* Orgilue welcows death, like 
Pemthea, as a means to escape the pain of life: 
Welcome thou yet that sit'at about my heart. 
No heat can ever thaw tbee* 
(V.ii.lS5-lS6) 
II 
Ithocles and Calamtha, like Orgilws and Penthea, are also beset 
with frustrations which arise from the conflict of opinion and knowledge. 
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and they too f»#l ao relief from their miseries. When Ithocles 
first returns to Sparta frma his victories abroad, he mceivea praise 
from almost everyone except Orgilus, Prophilus* his friend and 
fellow-soMier, tells Calamtha that Ithocles has acquired tm rival led 
valor in battle at Messeae: 
He in this firaaaent of hemour, stands 
Like a Starr® fixt, not mov'd with any thtmder 
Of popular applawse or sudden lightning 
Of selfe-opinion* He hath served his country, 
And thinks *twas but his duty. 
(I,ii.43.47) 
In terms of Tecmicus' speech, Ithocles* military accomplishments 
reflect real honor for ̂ y were executed free from personal profit 
and were, instead, the AilAllment of his responsibility to Sparta. 
By going to war for his cmmtry, Ithocles obeyed the will of his 
king aad thereby acted virtuously through knowledge. In fact, he 
miodestly calls his obligation# to Sparta me?e "nothings'* compared 
with the '^honours/ We#q»*d on the Issue of a willing mind#" (1*11.71* 
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Is man* s secmd nature* 
For who is he so sluggish from his birth. 
So little worthy of a name or eountry. 
That owns not out of gratitude for life, 
A debt of serviee, in what klnde soever 
Safety or comsaile of the commoo-wealth 
Requires for palmentî 
(1.11.74-79) 
We Wow, however, that Ithocles has not always been truly honorable* 
By ignoring the betrothal of Orgllus aad Pen then, he wilfully acted 
m opinion to satisfy his craving for revenge, "lucre," and prestige. 
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Now, Ithoeles sincerely desires to redeem himself and prove 
that neither passion nor opinioe will deter him fxm just actiaas. 
Not enly is he #od*#t before the court** adMlatim* but he admits 
that he deserves criticis» for what he did in the past. la # con­
versation with Crotolm# Ithocles ask$ only that Crotolon 
consider Wxat the heat 
Of m vmstedy youth, a giddy braine, 
Greem® indimcretlm, flattery of greatwess, 
Ram#*w of judgeewmt# wilfalm##»» in folly 
Thoughts vagrmt as the wi«d, mad as wmrtaiae. 
Might lead a boy in ymtm too, . . 
(11.11*44.49) 
Hla comfeaaion la baaicmlly in mocord with Tecmicu»* *pe#ch. Hi* 
past Risdeed, he explalm»^ mtmmed from youthful «isteadlness, in-
di*e%#et xmd raah jwdipwmt, wilfWl xmd uncertain knowledge. He 
Wmits that his error was fmmded upm "accident" rather than "aeces-
alty*" that hlj» aim waa a reaalt of the **vic#a** of paamlm ead wa$ 
neither virfeumis nor jwst. More mature for his mistakes, Xthoeles 
comtMd» that h# will **%ed»ee* thoe# wrmga i*ith any aervic#** (II. 
ii,S4) that Crotolea %#<pire#. He will. In short, rectify his past 
Injnatlc# by h«aeef©rth aspiring to virtue through justice and valor. 
Ithoel##' transfofwatioB is not #o honorable as it see**, how* 
ever. Since be has also fallen in love, he is mtrldten with the aane 
grief thsE has befallen the other lovers. A mere «abject, he is afraid 
to violate protocol by proposing to Calaatha. Therefore, he seaanches 
for the "best rê ipts and wanes" (II.ii.IS) to end his suffering 
and yet 3#maim liqml to King Amyclas. Like Pen the a, he suffers a 
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divided mind, Whea he turns to his sister for forgiveness he appears 
to do so for at least two reasons* an earnest desiie to be reconciled 
#md to share his sorrow with her» H# "sweat|s] im blood" over his 
prediemmemt md Penthea*# reproaches are merciless. Fimally, he too 
begins to yearn for death* 
Death waits to waft me to the Stygian baakes. 
And free me from this d&mos of my bondage; 
And till thou wilt forgive, I must indure. 
In the meantime, Calantha is not initially trmibled by imtermal 
moral division» Heir to Sparta's throae, she is totally dedicated to 
aervimg her cowtry. Characterised by ^beauty, vertue,/ Sweetmesse, 
and singular perfectiom#" {ïïï.iii*î6-i7), she repreeemts the 
aristocratic ideal* replete with stoical reserve sod deeomm. Although 
her father mould prefer that she marry NearAus, Prince of Argos, he 
dees mot **imfeM;e affectiom'* »Aere Calmntha doe# mot feel it. Yet 
she chooses to abide by the will of her father #md her sense of dmty* 
ppimiem and the "vice#" ef pa##ien are mot part of Calemthm; her 
eommltwmt# to Sparta are foremost in her mimd. 
Ottly after Ae is attracted to Ithoeles doe# a conflict in 
loyalties threaten her. Prompted by Penthea, Calemtha returns ïthocles* 
love and openly mtagmites Nemr##s, Them, awam that she must 
'Isgalise** her affections# she asks her father that she be allomd to 
marry I thocles. The fact that she seeks permission is Important, for 
it indicates tMt Calantha is determlmed to uphold duty and honor. 
Amyclas is eorr#spomdlmgly ju#t. He instantly bethrothes the lovers 
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and, for th© mmwmt, supplies thm with a g limp»# of joy. 
Happiness in love for Orgilus and Pmthem sewmed nmirly impossible 
to attain. In the aecoad scm% of Act V we realise the same is tr»e 
for Calaatha and Ithocles* The latter is spitefully killed by 
Orgilus; the former is brusipely told of her lover's death during a 
public entertaimmemt in th# ceurt. Daaciag at the wedding feast for 
Prophilus md Euphramea, Calantha is tnfwm#d of three painfully 
sifftificaat deaths, Aimost#s* a eowisellor, tells her that h#r fatter 
has jttst died; shortly afterwards* Bassanes reveals that Pmth#a has 
sta%v#d h#rs#lf to de&th; and sow thereafter* Orgilws proclaims that 
he has killed Ithoel### But, as If coag^l#t#ly unaffected* Calaathe 
eamtimues to dance, pausing only to catch her breath during th# 
sprightly measure. At &rst it eeems incredible 96e should remain so 
placid in the face of three smch catastrophes# But when refer back 
to Tecnicus, her action# can be understood In terms of the thematic 
Is^llcmtlons of the play. 
I have said that Calamthe has committed herself to a lif# of duty, 
and that she thereby lives ia terns of knowledge end not opialm. She 
canmet* tWrefore, allow private wo# to overrule "necessitŷ  and 
"truth," BeesMse Amyelas has ordered the wedding celebration, Calantha 
reAises to let her subjective fis#lings interfere idth her father's 
commd; the celebration mist omtinue in order that the royal will 
be obeyed, Parad«xKically* tiie stoical eal» that she exhibits in no 
way issues that Calaatiia is imsensitlve. Instead, she evinces the 
sort of smsitivity to duty absolutely necessary in a royal personage. 
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Inwardly, Calmtha Is deeply stirred by the fatal news. Her cheeks 
become flushed, and she implies to Nemrchws* 
. . .'tis, me thinks, a rare presumqptiom 
la any who prefers our lawflill pleasures 
Before their om» sowre censure, to interrupt 
The custoM of this ceremomy bluntly. 
(V. 11.25-2») 
toable to give way to her inner sorrow, Calaatha must also "suddenly 
prepare [her] eoroaatiom" (V* 11.94). Bass mes is mazed at her 
fortitude, at her "masculine spirit" (V*ii,S6)| he marvels that she 
earn quell the rage of peraonal feeliags. Actually, she is immrsed 
in a conflict that resembles Pw^thea's and %thocles% for she must 
also undergo the strain of divided loyalties. Ublike them, however, 
Calmtha*s behavior is much more disciplined, even in death. 
Her love for Ithocles, though now physically Impossible, has been 
too strong to erase. Though obliged to maintain order in the realm 
by assmilmg her father's duties, Calantha must at last acknowledge 
the iatemal strife she feels: 
Now tell me, you whose loyalties payes tribute 
To us your lawfull soveraigme, how imskllfall 
Your duties or obedience is to render 
Subjeetim to the scepter of a virgin, 
Mxo have beeme ever fortemate im princes 
Of maswlime and stirring compositiom. 
A womsm has emou^ to goverme wisely 
Her owme demeanours, passions* aad divisions. 
(V.ii.2.9) 
A testisumial to Tecmiêu*' definition of honor, this speech also 
reveals the tragic nature of mam. The split between pxd>lic duty and 
private responsibility causes as irreparable a schism in Calaatha as 
in Penthea. Since neither can reconcile incompatible codes,, death 
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is ths mly alternative. Like Penthea and Ithocles, Calaatha dies 
of a "broken heart," but her suffering seems even more imtmse# In 
a final tragic gesture, marrie* the corpme of ïthocles and sacG«abs 
to her "silent griefss which cut the haxtstrings" (V.iil.75). 
îîiuâj, Axee of the four main character* in Tb# Brokem Heart are 
destroyed by their inability to reconcile conflicting feelings and 
imcompatlble ethical code* which derive from a clash between opinion 
and knowledge* Ithocle*„ Penthea# aad Calemtha are rendered help* 
le** by allying tbemmelve* to loyaltie* they cannot ea*ily «bide by. 
And (hrgilu*# though not torn by oppoaing loyaltie*» die* bécau*# he 
ra*hly commit* hi#*elf to Ae e%ee**e* of pagsion and reAwe* to 
recognixe the via med^ that Temicu* ha* recommended* Ford ha* 
plaoW hi* four major character* in dilemma* i&ich en*we from faith 
in an ebeolute ethical *y*tem running counter to their nature^ Can-
flict* CMtpouad them*elve* until they Induce suffering and pain mad 
offkr no other relief from the ethical tangle but death. 
Yet, it womld be unfair to end discussion of The Broken Heart on 
**ch a note. To do so» Tecmicua* moral poaiticn would be accoumted 
of small value* and we would still have to deal with a nwmbor of 
minor character* in the play who*e lives suggest that existence need 
not necessarily be permeated with tho anxiety that besots the major 
character*. Indeed, Ithocles, Pmthea, Calantha, and Orgilus are not 
alone in their moral schizophrenia. Ba**anes, Penthea*s husbend# must 
cope with many of the seme problem*. Me know* that his marriage is 
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disputed by Orgilus and that his honor as a husbmd is in Jeopardy. 
Fearful of being cuckolded, Ba*$ene# grows imaanely jealou# of Pemthea 
and relentlessly hovers over her. So excessive is his fear# that he 
is obviously memtally disturbed* Like Penthea, Orgilus, and Ithocles, 
Bassmes is the victim of passionate "vices" aad his mental state 
pregrsaaively deteriorates, 
More than any other character, he haa becme so servile to his 
Impulses that he is* at first, helpless. To express his agony, he 
constantly Batters i»a»e ejaculatims md is certain that "there's 
a Inat/ Cemaitted by the eye** which wits until **the deformed bear-
whelpe/ Adultery be liok'd iato the act** (II.1,4#6). So Imtewe is 
his inner t%«moil that he "atruta* puffea^ and aweata" before every* 
one except Penthea, With her be is strangely aeethed; away fro# 
her, he agaia waxes feverish. Moreover, while Baaaamea kaow that 
his jealousy la the product of his emotions* he still caanet eaaily 
master it. For ia«tSAe#j^ i6en Ithocles take# Penthea aalde to apologiae 
to her, Baaaaaaa instantly swapecta his brother*in*law of inceat. 
Baveadropping at the door to Ithedea* apartment, he "can foiteare 
no longer" (111,11,119) and bursts in upom them with his sword, 
Baaaanea* miatrmat, aay# Ithoclea, "has rob'd him of his wits'* (III. 
ii.147), but when acolded by Pemthea he becomes penitent and hints 
that his psychopathic behavior may be traced to sexual sterility: 
0 that I cottid preserve the# in fraition 
As in devotiom. 
(11.114.165-166) 
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No other character is directly troubled by a mental disease, and so 
Bassanes mmt suraouat an obstacle as great as# if not greater than, 
those which face the others, if he wishes to overcome his imer 
frustrâtioas aad their contempt. He mwst, in other words, follow 
Ithocles* advice said 
shew good proof# than nanly wisdone. 
Not over-sway*d by passion or opinion, 
BROWS how to lead your ;̂ udgwent. . . 
(III.il. IM-IM) 
Since Bassmes has decidedly lived beyond his emotiomal means, 
Ithocles* advice is intended as m antidote.. Basâmes agrees that 
"disease* d#^rate must find cure» alike" (III,li.200), and so 
will "hemcefwth, . , stwdy refmrmatiom" (IV.ii.12). H# wish## to 
"appease the gods," for he know# that 
mmm #mdow*d with «###* emd the us# 
of wmsorn, to distinguish fro# the chaff# 
Of abject #e#r*city th# <ydLnt#so#nc#, 
Soul#, and #ll%#r of th# ##rths abuwkwc#, 
Th# tr##amr#* 6f th# ###* the ay%#^ nay» heav*», 
Repining at th#a# glori## of creation, 
Ar# v#ri#T b#a*t* than b#a#t#; and of tho## h#msts 
Th# worst am I . . . 
(IV.ii.22.29) 
The eure is not easy. Confrmted by Penthea's lunacy* Ba*s#n#s 
wist struggle to control himself. The patience (i.e., mê&tmm and 
self*kmmfledge) he badly meeds, he seeks. Hitherto, patiamce has 
b##m a virtue (like wisdom and coumge) to which Calaatha alme has 
aspired. Noŵ  Eassanes réalisas that he also must ac#lre it, aad 
by the end of the play, he suggests that h# has* for he is cmtmt to 
survive in "some comer of the world to ware out/ The vmmmt of 
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plis] minutes ..." (V, 11. 25-26) # Impressed by his trmsfometion* 
Calmthe appoints him Sparta's Marshall» for "The Rultitudes of high 
i#g»loymemt* could not/ But net a peace to private griefes" (V.iii, 
47*48). A foil to Orgllwa, Pemthea, mà Ithoele*, them, Bmsmes 
overeemea grief by learning that patiemee must be sought despite immer 
anguish. His victory over the "viceâ** of passion is realistic­
ally implausible, perhapa, but it tbe»aticaily illustrates that real 
honor can md meat be earned. 
The r#gmimimg characters in The Broke# Heart warrant little 
further diatuaaiom» AflRg to &eir age, moat of thmm are ham^wred 
neither by the "Vices" of paaaion mor the #%e#*a#a of «pinion. 
Amoatea^ Crotolm* awd "PacAicua perform dramatically aa adviaora 
amd eottftsellors to the yoaoger characterŝ  time and agaia they recom-
memd that Imwledge and virtne be the guide to actioa. Aimoatea 
reminds hia aephew* Ithoclea* to lean* that "^meere opiaiom/ Provea 
but in birth a predlgie" (IV#i.7)-73)» and orders him to 
These vaime umrly paaaioma, which will ̂ âSlr y# 
Into a madaea»#. 
(IV.i.114,116) 
And apptlled by Penthea's coaAmct* ha commanda her, "Be not so 
wilfttll,/ , , , to worke your ow»e deatruetiom'* (IV. 11,153*154). 
Although all three mm are unwavering in their duty to the 
state, they are sympathetic to the anxiety around th#a while justly 
aware that a life enslaved to opinion is hazardous to both the state 
amd the individual. Recognizing the interdependmney of kingdom md 
subject̂  they fear the consecpienoes of highly subjective decisions. 
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Thus, after he has reprimanded Orgllus several times, Crotolon ex­
plains to his son that his obligations to his king have "made [him] 
so earnest" CIII.lv.54). And Tecsaiews, as a philosopher, tries to 
avert the *'resolutic«/ Of giddy rashaesse" from choking "the breath 
of reasta" (111.1.1-2)* All are comparai ornate sad affectiwate to 
the young people, but cannot coadom# disobedience to imatitutlomal 
But this is not to say that years are necessary to resist the 
impulae# of ^inlo*. Nearchua, Prophilwa, and Etq»hr8nea are youthful 
m%d yet unscathed by the mlaeiy that harasses their ctmtemporarie#* 
The latter two are happily wedded during the play, and will preammhly 
share a hamonieua marriage# At fir:t, whem Prophilu# propose*, 
B*]^raaea replies Aat ahe must receive the coAsewt of her father and 
brother before ahe estera iato a betrothal, Notwithatandimg her love 
for Prophilus# ahe asks that he expeeta of her nothing les* tham 
"lamg^wge wited/ To a divided mi&de" (I.iii.66'^7). And though 
Prophllm* iMSists that his "love is hoaoureble" (1,111,59),, Êû ramea 
will aot foraak# her promiae to Crotolon and Orgiluss 
Death shall aoomer 
Divorce life and the joye* I have in living 
Then my chast vowea AM* truth. 
(I. Ul. 87.69) 
Her eitwatiom, similar to Peathea's, could comeeivably end ia disaster, 
for Eû hrmea also harbors a latent death-wish. Trying to be honir-
able as daughter aad sister and yet love Prt̂ hllus, she too Is ex­
posed to the conflict of closing Ityalties. But Etg;hramea*s "divided 
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minde" does not reisain divided. By submitting to institutio»al codes 
ia all sincere integrity, she sad Prophilu# are somehow blessed with 
the «approval of society and iastitîitifflms. 
Near chus also enjoys a peaceful life, Howgh a rival of Ithocles, 
he admit# it woald be better to lose Calantha thai» win her against her 
Mill.  Discipliniag hiaself with respect to virtue and he*or, he is 
bewildered at seeing "heretickets] i# Loyalty" (IV,i.97), Of all 
the youag pecple im the play, he aad Calantha most evidemee the kind 
of wisdom that TecmiCus has outlined as the means for acquiring real 
honor. Thus» when Amelus, his cosq^anion frc» Argos, inquires of 
Nearchos if he can **brooke to h# so rival'd" for Calantha's hand, he 
teiq)erately replies 
I can, ^melus; for affections injured 
By tyrannie or rigour of compulsion. 
Like tew^test-threatend trees unfirmely rooted, 
Ne're spring to timely growth , . . 
(IV.ii&205-208) 
Henoe, it is fitting that at the end of the play Calantha should leave 
her realm to Nearehus before she dies. And it is fitting he should 
pledge that "her last will/ Shall never be digrest from" (V.11.102-
105). 
Ill 
Superficially, Ford's ethic in The Broken Heart seems scarce­
ly a radical departure from conventicmal morality. He strongly 
suggests, as he has dome in 'Tis Pity, that individual emotional 
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drives be regulated by something more reliable than themselves. 
ftie's life must be honorable, and not merely "Brave in appearance, 
'cause we think it brave * . Necessity rather than accident must 
be the basis for knowledge, inspiring Justice and valor. The "grace 
of real! honour** must be earned through restraint and resignatiw 
to the eternal aW exacting moral requirements dictated by institu­
tions. 
Nevertheless, real honor is an absolute value Imwnaely diffi­
cult to preserve and uphold. Calantha in particular has steadfastly 
dedicated herself to real honor, yet she also dies of a "broken 
heart," Ome wonders what principle of causality reigns in the world 
of this play, or if a principle of causality available to human wder-
standing exists at all. Calantha, Orgilus, and Penthea all seem in 
some way to be manipulated inexplicably by powers beyond their 
rational control—which, for convenience of diseussiwi, we shall 
call fate. Try as they may to stave off internal pressures, they 
«#em unable to effectively rule their own lives and are virtually 
beaten to their deaths. If it is true that they are fated to be 
rent between knowledge and opinion, the tragic potential of their 
lives is thematically shifted fro® m emphasis wqpm character to a 
stress upaa fate. And if this be true, m can assume that, in effect 
they are totally helpless. Furthemore, we can aaaum# that Ford holds 
a rather bleak view of man: that man*# nature is s«ehow inadequate 
for what is required of him and that more than hman ftrailty is 
responsible for his downfall. Finally, if Ford is denying the 
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#%i$t«mce of free will, the gloom that pervades this tragedy could 
be interpreted as a kind of nihilism suggesting that moral principles 
are meaningless. Let me say now that the issw of free will and 
determinim is exceedingly complicated in The Brqkem Heart, but 
because the word "fate" recurs more often in this play than in *Tls 
Pity, it is evidently one of Ford's major concerns. 
We have already seen how certain characters control the fates 
of others, Penthea is "fated" by her brother to marry iassaaes. 
Since she is given mo alternative, her marriage is determined by 
Ithocles, Likewise, Ithocles has no apparent way to prevent Orgilus 
from killing him. Consequently, his death is determined by Org!lus. 
In both of these instmces, however, only the freedom to react against 
eiretmstance is curtailed by external force* That Is, Penthea and 
Ithocles are free to choose to act as they wish, though they may 
never obtain what they choose. In other words, Ithocles may want 
to live happily wedded to Calantha and still be Impeded from marrying 
her. Penthea, in the same fashiw, may want to marry Orgilus and yet 
be prevented from doing so. In fact, insofar as we know, both Pemthea 
and Ithocles make innumerable choices which are aercilesly thwarted 
by the actions of others. 
While this distimetiom may at first seem like "logic-ch<̂ ping," 
it is not. The cmflicts arising between characters in this play 
limit their action* (even produce outcomes they least desire), but 
do not nullify their basic freedom of dwice. Because we must treat 
a more complex and indefinable determining factor in The Broken Heart— 
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m» which might have a thoroughly detorainistie sway over nan's 
choices—we should note that the influence of person* or iastitutioas 
over other persons is no different here from almost any external 
force which might be exercised over my man throughout his life. 
To be sure, purely external forces, regardless of kind, aeem unable 
to determine man's choices and still remain external. Suppose, for 
example, that a disease comparable to Bassanes* were to infect a man 
in real life. If the disease were paychoaomatic, we could rightly 
as awe that it is responsible for conditioning or Influencing the 
choices of the diseased person. But we should also have to realize 
that the "ia&ctisR," once contracted, would have become internal and 
could only them unleash its power over the will of its victim. 
A mysterious and potent force does appear to be at work in The 
Broken Heart—a force which may exist within certain characters and 
dictate their choices. Orglloa is a prime example, Tecnicu* has 
warned him to avoid tempting the "severity of faw" (1.111.2), and 
later observes; 
Mud* mystery of fate 
Lyes hid in that mm» fortumea; curiosity 
May lead his aetiws into rare attempts; 
But let #e god* be moderators still; 
No hwane power can prevent their will. 
(III.1.S4.58) 
That no "hwane power" can halt the will of the gods may indicate 
that mm is predestined in his choices and actions by a supernatural 
power. The gods may, as it ware, totally cwtrol man. On the other 
hand, man's nature also seems responsible for leading "his actions 
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into rare attempts" by choosing to satisfy his own "curiosity."̂  
What we s©8 here, I think, is a double view of fat®, or perhaps the 
œderlyiîîg irony which is part of the human predicament. At one and 
the same time, fate seems to dictate man's choices, and yet through 
choice, man seeas to decide his fate.? the problem, in short, is 
whether Org!lus' "curiosity" (which causes his actions) is entirely 
selfHBOtivated or determined by the gods. 
Ford is highly, and perhaps deliberately, ambiguous on this 
point, but a#ems to incline toward# equating fate with character. 
Before Tecmicua abandon* Sparta for Delphoa^ he delivers an oracle 
which foresees that "Revenge proves its own executioner" (%V.i.l39). 
Them# when Orgilus takes his own life, it appears as if his suicide 
had been foreordained by the gods. But to be swre that Orgilus* 
action is the product of a pre-determined choice, we must ascertain 
that he chooses to seek revenge from a selfyaotivated "curiosity." 
^'The <%D lists the pr<Awtie meaaimg of "cwcriosity" here: "Care 
or attentiem carried to excess or undwly bestowed upon matters ofjn-
ferior moment." 
M̂ary B* Cochnower, op* ejt,, p. 198, comclmdes "that the 
actuality of the fatalism of 7o% as a mam, as distinguished from 
that of Ford as a dramatist, must remain a matter of opinion. The 
difficulty of determlnimg his stmd om this matter arises from the 
fact that a discrepancy often exists between Ford*s intuitive wisdom 
and the ideas which seem to have the sancticm of his intellect. Yet, 
since Heaven and Providence seem to be Ford's names for a gentler 
fate that makes things 'come right,' I should attribute to Ford a 
kind of fatalism which . • , was not incompatible with a professiœ 
of Christian faith." Miss Ceehmewer and I are basically ia agree­
ment, though I am not sure I understand her distinction between Ford 
as man amd dramatist. 
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And we caimot be sure. 
Indeed, the "cariosity" that propels Orgilas often seeas to be 
part of a large and strange ctMRpulslon that drives him, Peathea, 
Ithoele*, and even Calaatha into headlong comfrmtatlws with misery 
and pain. Earlier* when I remarked that Pemthea evinces a "warntern" 
desire for seif-tortwre, I had in m lad a similarly uayielding and 
perhaps laeoaseious desire which semis at times to motivate Ithocles, 
Orgilws, aad Calantha. All# I com feme that I do not know to what 
this drive should be attributed, I suspect that Ford is grappling 
not merely with the mature of extreme fruetratlom, but is approach­
ing a profound level of human paradox: mam can himself be respsasible 
for his fate by creating and upholding the very institutions which 
will later destroy him. In this sense, the characters of The Broken 
Heart seme at odds with their &m humanity. For, s$ every Christian 
is well aware, What a man chooses to do (or thinks he choose#) and 
what he actually does can sometime# be antithetical. That is* om# 
may reverently chooae to *top ainoing but almwet invariably *in again. 
And to ask lAy is, at bottom, to inquire into the mystery of the htwtan 
conditic®. Moreover, the fact that m® may comtinually choose good­
ness while effecting evil does not necessarily imply that one'* sins 
are determined by outside forces, but that cm# often chooses to sin 
vsné&T strwg, external influence. 
Thus, when Calamtha reluctantly succumbs to her grief, she 
willingly does so because she has been powerfully influenced, but 
not determined, by Xthocles* death. Itelike either Penthea or Orgllus, 
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Calantfaa is tragic in her submission for she p̂ears to sense that 
she is somehow responsible for a fate lAich is largely the outcose 
of her previous choices. She realizes that by loving Ithoeles she 
has imwittingly generated a kind of tragic inevitability or moral 
gravity to which she must now pay her debt. Indeed, the moral gravity 
that pervades The Broken Heart can be traced from Calamtha, through 
Penthea and Orgilus, back to Ithocles, whose foolish mistake in the 
past is finally responsible for rendering present choices excruciat* 
ingly difficult. As a consequence, the world of The Broken Heart is 
neither rigidly deterministic nor totally free. Instead* it illus­
trâtes that man's choices are ultimately meaningAil, even if mot 
fully comprehmsible, and that the nearly impossible task of atoming 
for one's sins is morally refgulsite. 
CHAPTER IV 
WYE'S SÂ nUFICB 
Love's Sacrifie# is fashimed aroimd an Italianate s©ttiag r#-
gmbllmg that of *Tis Pity. More realistic than tha Spartan back-
ground of The Brtà#» Heart, the court of Pavia is a typical Italian 
dukadoa as seen by the i^naissance playwright. Replete with intrigua» 
and brooding «aleontents, Pavia is populated by courtier#, parasites, 
and fools given to ambition, perfidy, and lieeatiotisness. Heighten* 
ing their activities# the play dwell* on the vicious, carnal Uvea 
of people who have no moral perspective, Ixwr# «ad friendship are 
rapturedÎ faithlessness is met with revenge; In time, revenge is 
stqperceded by justice. 
But except for superficial likenesses, Love's Sac^fjce is mwch 
less satisfying as tragedy than *Tls Pity and The Broken Heart. Lack­
ing inner ccoslstwcy# the play Is diffuse and prolix. Ihe subplots 
are barely significant, for they diverge fro# the main plot and be­
come tedious and sensatlomalistlc. Of the three plays. Love's 
Sacrifice lacks the unity of theme and subtle nwances of characteri­
zation whidh make Giovanni alive and vital and Penthea absorbing and 
affecting* All the ingredients for tragedy may be here, but they are 
not combined in any way that leads to tragic insight. Nearer to 
Restoration heroic drama than Elizabethan tragedy, Sacrifice 
discloses that Ford is predominantly a minor dramatist who but twice 
approached the tragic level of his great predecessors. Yet, tW 
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play is not just a weak forerunner to Restoration iibertimago ; al» 
though its moral vision may not b* readily diaoamed. Love's Sacrificsa 
naithar advocates nor qommamda the adultery and revenge which make up 
the lives of its main characters. 
The malm plot is relatively aimpie; Caraffa, Duke of Pavia, and 
newly married husbaad to Bianea, has hem recently reunited with his 
dear friend, Permamde. a court favorite. Shortly thereafter, the 
Duke's widowed sister, Piomamda, falls in love with Pemamdo and 
tries to coerce him to marry her. With the skill of a clever courtier, 
he amoothiy but gimciomaly elmde* her# ^or he haa been oven*elm#d by 
the beauty of Bianca and hopes to make her his Mistress. Later, when 
Piozmanda learns this, she Jealously informs her brother and prods 
him to vemgeamc#. Caraffa alay# #ianca but *peree Permamdo lAen the 
latter declare# that he and liane» lived in ehaate commwmiom, that 
their love waa the pure affeetiom of friwda. Now, grieved by Caraffa'a 
irreparable action, Fernando commits suicide. Too late, Caraffa 
realizes that the lovers have lived virtuously. In a paroxy» of 
aelf«comtempt, he kill* himself for his senseless mistake. 
With am evident debt to Othello* Love's Satrlfiee presents a com-
vmtiwal love/friendship triangle ending in disaster. In fact, by 
the time Ford wrote the play, this th@ae had been so frequently 
drmatized that it was hackneyed in the extreme, and attempts to 
revivify it were often no more than thumderoua, melodramatic efforts 
to please mdienees searching for mew emoticmal and sexual stimuli. 
This is surely the case here. The main issue, adultery, is never 
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really explored by Pord, while th# th#m@ of love versus friendship 
seems Important solely m a mems of coapensatiag for ûmumermble 
failures in characterisation and plot. In effect, the love/friend­
ship theme owes its existence to Ford's need to create a dramatic 
conflict. In order to promote disctissicm of adultery» he must 
Gimvlace «s that the Duke and Fernando have enjoyed a profound friend* 
ship for one another, one that collapses wtoen Fernando begins to lust 
after Bianca. 
No doubt. Ford makes a flimsy attempt to do this, but because 
we never witness wy real suffering on the part of either Fernando 
AT the Duke, we iwre totally wncwvineed. In the long nm, the affec­
tion between them is merely a dramatic clichf used for the sake of 
its soap-opera appeal. Simultaneously, the subject of adultery, 
milked for all the aensatiomalism it can provide, is bereft of 
serious moral exploration* So intent is Ford m cleverly creating 
the affair that he seems to intenticmally cloak adultery with 
mystery* To the end of the play we never know if Fernando and 
Bianca are actually adulterous—surely a titillating riddle for the 
ordinary Caroline theatergoer. However, this element of suspense 
(if it cam honestly be called that) is indicative of thematic cancers 
which make the play unworthy of serious cemsideratiom. 
Of course, it is finally unnecessary to know whether the pro­
tagonists do commit adultery, for even if their lev# is physically 
wcomsummated, they receive Ford's reprehension. Professor Sherman*s 
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eriticisffl, therefor#* is rather too severe: 
In the beglmiRg of [L̂ 's S&çyificel every <me 
kmm Wimt is decent ; &' ¥he' a Wd'ie fernando and 
Bimnc# grow skeptical ss to whm$ is decent; in 
the end no ms know what is decent—̂ mot even the 
author.̂  
Although Ford was not gravely at work here, it appears that he knew 
what was decent. In the first place, Caraffa is am irrespcmsible 
ruler. When he selected Bimca for his bride, he chose a wife %*o 
pleased his "eye" and scoffed at the wisdom of cowïsellors who 
Would tie the limit* of our free affect,** 
Like »wp#r#tltuous Jew»,"^to match with nime 
But in a tribe of prince* like ouraelvea . , . 
But Wiy should prince* do *o, that cemmand 
The storehouse of the earth's hid minerals?— 
(I.i.15)2 
Not mlike Shakeapeare'* Richard 11# the Duke's disregard for tradi-
tion and practical judgment tell* u* that he i* fatuously inclined 
to rule by impulse* Petiuchio, a minister of state, relates that 
the Dwk# was stubbornly predisposed to marry Blanca* "He saw her* 
lov*d her, woo'd her, won her, matched her;/ No counsel could divert 
him" (I.i.12), A sensualist Wio seeks a "life of mirth" (Ill.ii. 
62), the Duke prefers the pleasure* of hunting to matters of state. 
He envies Naurucoio, an old dotard, because the latter revels In 
"mirth and ease": 
Ishermam, p. %%%lil. 
^All quotations from Love** Sacrifice are frtm The Works of 
J^n Ford, ed* William Gi^f^^'^Xrrvr'^exmder By ce, 
"'Numerals enclosed in parentheses refer to act, scene, and 
page number, since this edition is not lineated. 
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How happy Is that idiot vâiose aMbition 
Is but to eat and sleep* and shm the rod! 
CIII.ii.64) 
Unburdened by the anguish of a Heniy IV, he child!ehly dotes on 
Maui*ccio*9 Boasenslcal entice end lewd postures. In short» the 
(mix favorable quality the Duke manifests is his dubi<His friendship 
and love for Femamdo md Blanca; 
Look, Biaaca, 
On this good mm; in all respects to him 
Be as to met mly the mame of huabend. 
And reverent ebaervance of our bed, 
Shall differ us im perse»*, else in soul 
We are in one. 
(1,1.13.14) 
The Renaieaamee slogan, "one soul im bodies twain,** a* an epitome of 
the nature of friendship was so commmplace by Ford's time that the 
Duke's ##mti<m of it wuld immediately have told em audiemce Wiat to 
expect. 
fernando, mem while* brags of "loyal duty" amd "devoted seal" 
M*d agraee with his sovereign em merriege. Placing little worth in 
political alliances, Fernando himself would not marry m less "Beauty 
amd truth were the fee propos*#* (1,1,13)—a oomwrn expresslcm of 
the courtly lover. Having travelled extensively in Spain, France, 
amd England, he fancies that he is a well informed courtier with a 
broad education, sophisticated mmers, and a fluent tomgue* Still 
Femmdo knows that adulterow behavior with Bimca is intolerable 
if wly because the Duke is his friend. So it is that he soliloquizes 
m the conflict between his sexual cravings for the Duchess and his 
avowed affection for her husbsmdx 
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Traitor to frlmdship, Wiither shall I nm. 
That, lost to rea$m* cannot sway the float 
Of the iwruly facticm i» my blood? 
The duchess, 0, the ducl»ssl in her miles 
Are #11 my joys abstracted. 
(I.U.21) 
Feroaado swiftly resolves his quandary by deciding to woo the Duchess 
aad forget his bond to the Duke» The power of friendship melts be* 
fore the hot surge of lust, and like Giovanni and Orgilus, he rushes 
to his beloved and candidly declaims that he **must speak or burst" 
(II.ii.34), 
If we pause briefly to reflect m the frimdship theme, we cm 
sense that Pord may be wing classical authority to shew the folly 
of characters like Fernando aad the Duke. Si»©» the dlalogwes of 
Cicero were highly revered 1* aevemteenth century Pwd was 
most likely familiar with pe #icitia. the great Mmmary of aacieat 
thought m the subject of frimdship# Certsiîily this play, with its 
persistmt cemcer* for friendship# *wgge#ts an Imdebtedmess to am. 
tiquity which we would do well to comsider. According to Cicero, 
. . , friendship is mothimg else thm an accord in 
all things, human md divine, cm joined with mutual 
goodwill and affectio», md I m inclined to think 
that, with the exceptim of wisdom, mo better thing 
has beam given to mm by the immortal gods. Some 
prefer riches# some good health, seme power, some 
public hemowrs, and mmy even prefer smsual pleasures. 
This last is the hi#est aim of brutes; the others are 
fleeting and unstable things and dependent less upm 
humem foresight thm mpom the fickleness of fortune. 
Again, there are those who place the 'chief good* in 
virtoie md that is really a noble view; but this very 
virtwe is the parent and preserver of friendship md 
without virtue friendship cannot exist at all.3 
M̂arcus Tullius Cicero, Ite Senectute, De Amicitia* De Oivinatiooe. 
trms. William A. Falconer (dSKHĉ 7"'̂ Sssa3»u8etts, lŜ ,"p. 
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•Rio fact that Pemamdo prefers to satisfy his sensual appetites 
rather thm be a true friend reveals that he is nothing less than a 
self-seeklng individualist eapleyiiig his wiles with the Duke to farther 
his chances with Biaiica. Cicero provides a commentary on such friend* 
ships* 
For it is love (amer), fro# which the word »fri«®d-
Aip' derived, that leads to the 
e s t a ^ l ' o f  g o o d w i l l .  .  .  .  i n  f r i e n d s h i p  t h e r e  i s  
B@thiag false# nothing pretended; whatever there is 
is gemwime awl com#s of its o$m accord** 
In terms of W Aaicitia» the Ooke is also guilty of u»lmg friendship 
as a means rather thm an mé, When D'Avolos, Secretary of State 
and Picmwda'a heitchman, e<me# to him with the mews that Biaaca has 
euckolded him, the Mke is eager to lavish his "special thanks amd 
love unterm'd" (I%l.iii,67) wpw hi# informer; Then* as soon a* 
Fernando enter* the roe#, the Duke quickly hides hi* hatred* "Come*" 
he says, *min# own best Fernando, my dear friend** (III.lii.69)é 
In the meantime, Bianc* ha* twiw refused Fernando'* advance*, 
both time* out of re*pett for the *a«rament of marria^* So thorm%h 
and spontaneous are her reA**al* that *h* eemvin#e* him never to tmq»t 
her to adultery again. Thus, It is no mall surprise both for u* and 
for Fernando to *hortly di»eover $i*mea, clad solely in a dressing 
gown, in his sleeping-quarter*; "Nhy do you think I oomeT" she asks. 
"WhyI to crow joy*,/ And mmk# me master of my best desires" (II,iv. 
51), replies the happy Fernando. But he is not wholly right; for 
Impetuousity is her stimulus, gianca explains that she has been in 
Îbid., p. 139. 
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Xov« wi# Fernando since she first saw him and is now unable to resist 
him. She has decided to submit to her erotic hunger, with one stipu­
lation: if he seduces her, she will kill herself. 
As we know* scenes like this are fairly common to Ford. Often 
as not, they allow for some of his best psychological analysis. But 
this one, bloated with melodrama, ends with a bizarre inclusion eap-
ty of coweon semse. Pemmado says he cannot bring himself to seduce 
purveyor of audi virtue. Astounded converted by iianca, he 
finds recoĜ nse in being named her lifelong servant in pure love. 
Given three "chaste kisses," he is cm tent to "master passion, and 
triumph/ In being cen<p»r®d" (II. iv. 53-54). 
Simoe Ford has failed from the outset to make this "love" credible, 
Peimamdo'» claim Aat h# must **mmster paaaiom" is grossly far^^fatcbed, 
and except for his hollow #%clm*tiwa to the csatrary, shows no evi­
dence of actual Like iianea,. to is a limp character whose 
fwnctlen la to atartl#, mot to ccmvine#* Weno#, their obviou# sin-
Aalness occurs to neither» In '*Yis Pity, Giovanni's petulant self-
deception Is made probable through his Mated arguments with Annabella 
md the Friar* But because Bimca and Remmdo are barren of Giovanni's 
emotimality* it is neitWr likely nor plausible that they should over­
look that adultery nwd not culminate in in̂ reourse to be adultery. 
Each has mm tally luswd after the other, and each has stopped short 
of physical lust for the most fœtastic of reasons. 
The two lovers perpetuate their "chaste love," then, and become 
increasingly disdainfel of the Duke. For all latents and pû oses. 
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th« iovo/friendship ccmflict is now shelved until needed for a final 
dramatic thrust In Act V, Qnoe rid of it. Ford can cm centra te mainly 
en mdulteiy, nAlch he does. In a coaversaticm with the Wke* Piomamda* 
Petruchio, D*Avalo*, and Pemando, Biamca turns to her beloved mé in 
an aside asks if she should "steal a kiss" (IIÏ.ii,62). More crafty 
than she, Fermm# is flabbergasted. He has, after all, his reputa-
tiw at stake and does not want to twAle from th# Duke's esteem. 
Still, when told by Reseilli, hi* friend, to heed the cmniag D*AVO1GS, 
Fernando is flippant; 
Piahl ahowld be w hell 
Affreat me in the paaaag# of my fate, 
I'd wwah them into atem^ea. 
Prom pride alom# Fernando is morally diseased, but his faults do not 
#nd with pride. Later, proclaiming that Biamca **1* a* loyal la her 
plighted faith/ As i# the awn in heaven" (IV.ii.PB), he theorises: 
* , . bet put cam 
She were not, and the di&e did know she were not; 
%i* sword lift «g»* mad guided by this arm. 
Shall guard her from am armed troop of fiends 
And all the earth beside. 
(IV.a.87) 
However unknowingly, Pemmdo admits he would defend adultery if need 
be, and mocks my moral code that might challenge him* 
Sianca Is equally guilty. Using a sophistry reminiscent of 
Giovanni, she swears that "iron laws of cermmy" are mm-existent 
for true lovers, that her conscience is all that bars sensual grati­
fication with her sweetheaA Otherwise, says Bianca, 
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. . .  I  h a d  r*th#r change my life 
With any wtdtisg woman in the land 
To parchase on® night's r#st with thee, Femmdo, 
Thm be Caraff»*s spouse a thousaad years. 
(V.1.S9)5 
She, Pemmdo* md the Duk# apport ioa roughly the sans sign if leant# 
to ceremwy md traditiaa. Without compumctiom# they vaunt the 
priority of individual will over cmventlon. 
By the fifth act. Ley#*3 Sacrifice begima to smg worse the* 
ever. Nwt of the speeches are wordy; the mctiomm of the Duke, 
Pemmdo, md Bimcs grow mppr#ci#bly more wearisome. Caraffa, 
relwetant to murder hi* l#p»*s into mbaurdly long and in#f~ 
factual discourses on his disappointment in marri age. Im respome, 
the Duck»*# deaooac#* him for hi* "crooked leg»" **cramhltRg foot*" 
mé "umtrimm'd beard," With the ajplomb of a atnmpet, *he avers 
that *th# »elf-*m*e #pp#tit#[*]" which captivate th# Duk# also 
account for her *e*ual élan for Fernando* 
. . , be a***r*d# my lord, if ev#r languag# 
Of cumnlmg #ervile flatterie*# #*tr#ati*** 
Or what in m# 1*, could procur# hi* love, 
Î would not blush to speak it. 
(V.i.»4) 
At last, whipped into fbry, the Duk# atab* h*r, md Biaaca dies un-
repeataftt" "Cmmmd my love/ To thy true friend, my love to him that 
owes it . . (V.i.96). Her death scene is as inflated as anything 
staged by Beaxmont and Fletcher, 
Ât this point, me might legitimately ask Wiy on earth she 
married the Duk#. I imagin# we are given no answer because by this 
time we are supposed to be enthralled by Bimca's "dillesma," 
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Likewise, when the Duke turns his wrath <m Fernando» the easuing 
spee<Aes are loaded with bombast and artifice. Pemaado repeatedly 
insists that his "friead" has misjudged the Dudieea. "Glorious 
Biaaca," says he, has perished ia "martyrdom" for her sacrifice to 
love (V*ii.99), After a ridiculously long time—duriag wkich 
Peraamdo bares his chest to* md even kisses, his oppmemt*s sword— 
the Duke claims to reeognize his error, becomes rueful, and orders 
a solewî burial for his wife, Repemtamt before her tomb, he is met 
by Paraaaio foolishly clothed in a winding sheet, Through a violeat 
e&ehamge# they again riditmle comvemtiom (the burial eeremomy), amd 
both eommlt suicide* Although the Duke se»s to œtdergo a moment of 
tragic récognitif, he dies mentally comfbsed. Over Permamdo's corpse, 
he affectedly i*tomes the fiaal words of a mam «aware that the mature 
of t%u* faieadahip, "derived from aatur* rather than from weakeess, 
will be more eo&semamt with truth.Obviously the malm characters 
in Love** Saeriflc# earn diahoaest. But In edditiom* they are *o poorly 
deliamated that erne has trouble determimim* who display* the greater 
weakme**; the playwright or hi# ehmracter#. 
Ford's dramatic preaemtatiom of the love/friendship theme is so 
trite that he has entirely overlooked the meed for a moral comme#tator 
to provide evea cmmonplace ethical standards. As a result. Ford hap­
hazardly assigns the task to Roseilli, the closest approximation to 
an honest mam ia the play* For reasons not altogether clear, RossiHi 
^Cicero* ̂  p. 145. 
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has b»«B ̂ pointed the Duke's successor by Fiozsanda, and begimg to 
zmmady tW «vil which has flcmrished. Instantly he condmms the 
"*r#e#le#s villain*" D*Avoloŝ  to prisms. And then, with a sudden 
quirk» he bmaishes his beRefaetress, Piomaada, so that she will "be­
think in time to make [her] peace with heaven" (V.iii.lOT). Even 
mere astounding is her willingness to do so. 
Inmxmerable isqpleumibilitiea like these assist in reducing Love*s 
Sacrifice to a shem. The subplots, as I have hinted, are wworthy 
of Pord. Trivial and often meamimgless, they drift aimlessly by 
themselves, conteat to faraish epectaewlar bursts of paeudo-erotic 
actiom. If not totally irrelevant, they supply only bamal moral 
cemmemtary on the lives and actions of the main characters. In eme 
scene, for in stance, three Imstftel wenches» Julia, Colema, md MoMma, 
Join to curse Perrentes for his perverse activities. A dehamehed 
rogwe* Perremtes wittily explains that since they are all pregnant 
by him h# shall marry aome of the*. Later, after they have vowed 
revenge, JUlia, Colona, and Norma don disguises md murder Perrewtea. 
Oae imagines that the evils of illicit sexuality and revenge in 
Perrmates and Ms three mistresses would directly bear npw the lust 
and wnfth of fernando, Biaaea, and the Duke. Aad in part, this is 
so. But tdiea Ferrantes* wmwn parade their three bastard children 
across the stage, sensational fireworks overtdiela moral commentary. 
Afterwards, wh«B the Duke pardons the revœsgers, «me can only guess 
at his motives. 
Ultimately the charge of decadence is earned by Love's Sacrifice 
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Imt it should b© carefully aimed at the play's aesthetic lapses rather 
than Its moral torn. While Ford's effort to rwitalize worn-out 
dramatic material may be thoroughly diamppoimtinĝ  the play is not 
the work of a twisted mind or a warped moral sensibility. We cam 
argue that the play dwells m prarlenc# mot to glorify it, but to 
aceommodate m amdiemce with sensual excitation» On the other hamd, 
if m eoncldde that the play is dramatically incaapetent, we must 
also cemclWe that it is morally ineffectual» Although Ford tries 
to blead tk# Chziatiaa prtmcipl# of fidelity la marriage with the 
Cioeronlaa ceaaept of loyalty in ftiemdahip, he doe* *ot finally 
aucceed* And since it is obvi«is that he has made no genuine commit-
ment to any of the issues In Low's Sacrifice# it is difficult to 
take aeriooaly hla *tand on either adaltery or orthodox morality. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Ob# of the mere important critical issues I have skirted in my 
treatment o£ Pity, BnAem Heart, and Love*s Sacrifice is the 
extwQt to which Ford was iafleemoed by Robert ftartoa's %e Anatcwy of 
Melancholy (1621). A» I have aeatiaaed Wfore* acholara have proved 
beycRd any doubt that ia Th# tover's Welamcholy (1638) Ford owe# a 
direct thmigh ind#t#rmiaat# debt to The Ammtwy. Some aeholara, how» 
ever* ball Ford a» a aear-offaprlag of Burtoa* aad thereby tend to 
disregard other poealbl# taflweoee# oa hi«,.̂  Burtoa** irnflmmce is 
*aeeti##a said to have almoat eatirely shaped Ford'a moral acuity aad 
tragic viaioa lato a paycholo*i*ally determiaiatlc approach to lif#. 
In thi* eoaeluaioa I have aeither the time aor apace to iadulge 
la a thorowgh diacuaaioa of TT# Aaatoay# aor caa I #*ti*ate the de­
gree to which Ford may have fdwad th# work dramatically waefwl. 
Suffice it to say that he ms acquaiat#d with Wrtom̂ s deflaitioa &t 
melaaeholy and setss to have learned wpcm it from time to time in his 
tragedies. To SurtoB, melaaoholy ia "a kimd of dotage without a 
fever, having for his ordiaary ccmpamioma, fear aad sadness, without 
apurent oeaaaicm. We properly call that dotage . . . aome oae 
principal faculty of the mimd, as imagiaatiw, or reaaoa, is corrupted 
Ŝee particularly George P. Sensabaugh aad S, Blaise Ewiag, 
op. cit. 
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as all Melancholy p#r*oma hav®*"^ 
As we have s®»n, RUMTOUS characters in Ford's tragedies exhibit 
qualities roughly csHÇïarabî® to what Burton calls a melancholic 
"dotage," Their reaaoo is corrupted; they grow fearful and sad* 
Yet I sfirioasly doubt that Ford was particularly keea for the bur^ 
gesming science of his day simply because most of his tragic char* 
acters ignore reason and coafuae moral value*. Instead» I would 
argue that The Anatomy furnished Ford with m Immediate and cmcise 
means for preparing hi» audience (almost beforehand* ** it were) fer 
the tenacious behavior of many of hi* character* and their predilec­
tion for evil. One can imagine that when the religioualy-melenckolic 
Giovanni (for *u«h he is if one limits his dkaracteriaatiom only to 
its Burtonian aspects) *talked into view. Burton** devotee# knew at 
omce they were about to behold a person saturated with a superfluity 
of humour melancholy and inwardly intent on challenging the existence 
of a supreme being, 3 
Obviously this is no startling imovatim m Ford* s part.* 
R̂obert Burton, T%# ̂ Mtmy of Melancholy# reprint of 1628 ed. 
(Lemdon, 1907), pp. ittS-lëŜ ," " 
ê %at<my contains reference to seme melancholic types which 
could easily'have been adopted in The BrokejB Heart. For Penthea, Ford 
may have been stirred by Burton's aocwmt"' of a young woman who was 
married "to an ancient man against her will, whom she C(mld not affect; 
ê was cmtinually melancholy, and pined may for grief." Ibid., p. 241, 
F̂erdinand in Webster** The Wchems of Nalfi, for instance, be-
comes so distracted after he Kas k'iï'Md' Wis wiW "that he struggle* 
with his wm diadow. Later we are told that Ferdinand is possessed 
by ̂ canthr̂ ia, a melancholic ailment in Wiich he thinks himself a 
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Jmsoa's "hmourous" characters were created by means of essentially 
the seme method̂  ̂and few critics would concede that his great diar-
meter* are mere types» On the cojitrary# they become singularly 
distinct ia our minds omce we see them# «ad so remain. They are 
persmtalities with a strikiag individuality that owes much to the 
fact that they are «ibroiled in value cmflicts. Volpone, for me, 
creates a lasting impression mot Just because he is exhaustibly en-
thwiaetic, bwt because he emd hi* fMtraaite# Wo»ca* represent the 
basmess of hwaa nature. At the erne time, both fit into a certain 
dramatic class of mem* the mowiteb^k. Oae meed mly #ample the 
reams of criticism «ai Hamlet to learn that critical arpt®«nts over 
the dramatic "type" aad the "Individual" are mever-emdim^. Iremically, 
hawl## of Hiia kind imai&vertemtly pay tribute to a writer*» gwiiw. 
Similarly, while motivated by rellgioua mmlamehely* Gievamml tramscmmds 
hia mpeeiea amd becomes om# of mamy character* aufferimg fr«m this 
diaeaae—me %Ao muat make moral decialem* for him*#If 1» a ratiomal 
worl#4 So mlao mwst Pemthea* Orgllus, Baaaamea^ Per mande* «md the 
DtAf. All are type*; all are imdividual#» 
Comsecpieatly, I thimk m are justified in questimimg the worth 
of critical atudie* #lch i&sist too dogmtically oa Ford*s defet to 
%# Amatemy. To® frequently sa«di studies narrow Ford's dramatic range 
beyoad its already marrow so<̂ , underrate much of what he has to offer 
as a moralist, a»d conclude that he was merely a psychological deter-
minist comvimeed that mm is helplessly suspea^d in an irratiomal 
cosmosi. Such is the stmd of Professor George F. Sensabaugh* "Ford 
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composed the bulk of his drama with his eyes steadfastly fociiMsd wpm 
the seventeenth century doctrine of paasims. He copied whole sections 
alaoat vetbatim from the four-haaewr# theory a#d so absorbed the id#* 
of determinism that hia play* are exa»q%llfieatima of the forawla of 
cause and effect."® According to S. Blaise Bwing, melancholy is the 
"primciple of ccufusioai" in Ford's plays: "It picks its victim with 
no logic perceptible to him and pursues him like a Pate which he is 
oqually powerleaa to avold^ to coumter* or to ctmtrol. It destroys 
his self-^aastery in thought and action, and lead* him to violate the 
(wmvmtioR* of moral behavior*"^ 
Although Som*i^awgh and Swing are well infomaed about both Burton 
and Pord, n#v#rthele*s there are time# when they seem to oversimplify. 
To me it is hazard ou* to contemd that Ford's tragedies are the work 
of a mm consciously rebelling against the Weswm moral tradition* a 
man whose basic creed was to show how moral absolutes unfairly and in* 
defatigably grind huma» beings into dust* I cannot finally believe 
that Pord secretly w*%#d a private war against prevailing Christian 
dogaa. His determinism, if such it be,^ is not a sxAject one can 
easily demote to fatalism or a Burtemian "foxmula of cause and effect." 
Burton himself smems less detemainistic than Sensabwgh mWies 
him eat to be. The MBtmy eag»licltly states that "Inveterate 
Melmcholy, howsoever it may seem to be a continuât#* inmpomble 
^Sensabaugh, og* cit.» « p. 35. 
%wing, oĝ . cit** p. 111. 
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disease, hard to be cured . . . may be helped, even that *Aich is 
most violent."̂  In the light of this statement, Bassanes appears to 
be the kind of melancholic "victim" who partly, at least, masters 
his influx of jealous melancholy by listening to ammd advice and 
acquiring patience. And surely if Bassanes could find a cure for 
melancholy, so, me may muppme, could Giovmni, Orgilus, Penthea, 
Fernando, and the Oû » Yet, since tkey do not, we might well ask 
oarselves why—which is another way of asking whether Pord was really 
a $o*called Burton lam deteminlat, or a playwright cqecemed to de­
pict characters engrossed in moral conflicts? 
Regardles# of all thi*, the atudiea by Bwlng and Sensabaugh 
prov#e at least one other question» Assuming that Ford was a pro-
n Am ted disciple of Burtem, what do his tragedies gain by itt Are 
they mere aesthetically pleasing, or even more artistically tnith-
âîlî Prof#amor» René Wellek and Austin Warren in their theoretical 
diaeuaslon of literature and paydkology **ould refute sud» eomtemtloms; 
. . .  i f  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  a n  a u t h o r  s u c c e e d s  i n  m a k i n g  
hi* figure* behave %fith "psyd&ological truth," we may 
as well raise the quemticm whether sud% "truth" is an 
artistic value, Ngch great art comtinuously violates 
standards of psychology, either ccmwmporary with it 
or subse#@nt4 It works with improbable situaticos, 
with fantastic motifs. ... In the sens# of a conscious 
md systematic theory of the mind and its workings, 
psychology is mneeessary to art and net in itself of 
artistic value,® 
Although Wellek and W&rmn object to the sort of literary criticism 
^Burtm, p. 2B3. 
®Ren(̂  Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature, 2nd 
ed. (New York, 19S6}, p, 81. 
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that insists m blurring art and reality* they w(mW not «teny that 
Ford's tragedies contain various levels of psychological insight. 
As a matter of fact, since characters like Penthem, Calantha, 
Giovanni, and Ânnabella are thematieally developed, they seem to be-
come psychological ly real cm ce m are willing to understand and ac­
cept th® themes of *Tts Pity and The Broken Heart. Both Ewing and 
Sensaba%%gh, however, suggest that *Aat they see (or want to see) in 
Ford is a kiad of ease history drama in #1# the dramatist psychology 
ically probes his characters with tools he has borrowed from Robert 
Burton, By examining the characters and their actions out of con* 
text, these critic* fail to see the thmatic significance of melan*' 
choly in Ford's tragedies aad almost completely overlook moral issues 
of amy kind. As a result, they tend to forget that Pord was acutely 
aware of Christlm morality as understood in seventeenth century 
Rngland, exaggerate the lnflum»ce of Burton, #ad end by asserting 
that Ford glamorises illicit love* be it adultery or Incest. 
Conclusions like these seem to me indicative of a drastic mis-
mder#tending o£ Ford's tragic perspective. In 'Tis Pity, the point 
is reasmably plain* that the undisciplined lover needs to cmtrol 
his sexual impulses by living according to Christim ethical codes. 
Qa the other hand. The Broken Heart reveals that allegiance to such 
ethical codes is e«Brmm*sly difficult but necessary, and exacts hard­
ship and pain even ftm those who try to be virtuous. Is the long 
run, Ford*s pereeptims about the a#igultles in human life are too 
ccmplex to be based solely m The Anatmy. And, with the exception 
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of love's Sacrifie», Ford spears to have realized that his tragic 
province lay far «03» in the area of tM moral dil̂ ma than in th# 
realm- of psydiologic#! maladjMStmmt. 
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APPENDIX 
Any study of Ford*s plays »wst face the difficulties arisiag 
from oîïx nearly total lack of kmowledge about the dates of wapoai-
tim of the tragedies, their order of cwpositiw, and the sources 
from which they *mre derived, if any* Since almost nothing is kmom 
of Ford aa a writer (it is asmmed that he died in 1639-40), m are 
dealing with a set of plays about which external evidence is almost 
mmexistent. 
laterest in possible sources remains strong in some quarters, 
however, «ad i» the case of The Broken Heart is rather tt»derstaBdabl®. 
Two lises in The Prologue stremgly imply that Ford either modelled 
his play Mpm a factual imcidemt or up<m a factually-based literary 
work: 
What may be here thooght a fiction, When times youth 
Wanted seme riper yearns, was Imowne a truth ... 
In the continuing quest for this •'truth*" one recent scholar has 
suggested that Ford is referring to a novella by Matteo Bandello, 
whidk in turn was based mpom an actual ocwrrwce, md that Ford 
uses the word "trath" to eaavinee us that the evwats which follcw 
awi real.^ M older argument* and me that seems now to have been 
largely discowted, was adyanced by Stuart P. Sherman, %dio believed 
M, Carsaniga, "The 'truth* in John Ford's The Broken Heart," 
Caaparative Literature. X (Fall, 1958), 344-348. 
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that the "truth" mentioned in The Prolegw to Hie Brokam Heart was 
» reference to the unfortim&te courtship mà ewntmml marriage of 
Penelope Deverwx m4 lord Rich. Shermm's contention is noteworthy 
beceuM he argue» that Pord*s early elegiac pee#. Fame's Memorial 
(1606), was *rittfl« m the same subject aad was a youthful effort 
"to plead the rights of love against public opimioR."̂  Yet, from all 
the evidence we mo* possess, studies of the sources of Ford* s tzmgedies 
am mainly eonjectural* 
Nor has any date ©f cmapositim ever been discovered for *Tis 
Pity# The Broke» Heart, and Loyers Sscriflge. The three tragedies 
wer# entered in the stmtiomr,*# Register in 1633# bwc have been 
assigned various dates, which remain, like the sources» highly cm-
testable# Most critics date the composition of the tragedies seme 
time after 1628# the date of Lover's NelamcWly, and some time 
before 1634, the often ascribed date for Peikln MarWck. All attempts 
to be more precise have emcowmtered nwmereos objeetlms and ere really 
little mere than gaeeswmMI^* Basing mutd* ef what she ha# to sey on 
the studies of P. G. Fleay, Miss Jean Sargeauat argues for m earlier 
date than 1628 for *Tis Pity: "« . . it must have be«i written well 
before tW autumn of 162# amd probably after the beginning of 1625, 
at about idiidi time Ford seems to have maded his period of dramatic 
collaboration."^ H, W, Wells believes that *Tis Pity was composed in 
162#* but Miss Ilils»F©r»or places its composition some time between 
Ŝherman, cit., p. %. 
Joan Sargeaiutt, JWœ Ford (Oxford, 1935), p. 23. 
Il l  
1628*32. For The Broken Heart Miss Sargeaunt argues for a date 
around 1630-32, or about the swm time that Hemmlnge's ••Elegy on 
Randolph's Finger" was written#̂  Wells assigns 1629 for %e Broke# 
Heart; Miss Ellia-Permor again suggests 1628-52, Gerald Be*tley 
cfisatends that The Broken H#art "must haw been close in date to 
iesMty im a Tram# and %e Lover*s Melmcholy, or about 1627-31. 
He believes that Love's Sacrlflee was cmpoaed im "the late summer 
or early awtwm of 1632***^ And, again somewhat imdefinite h# plaeea 
*TU Pity aromd 1629.33.̂  
Ibid, a pp. 26*27» The "Elegy/* p#li$hed in Qioyce Drollery 
(1656)'*'wadS; "Deep ia a imp lehm Perd# aleme wam"'got%7' ## folded 
arm* aad melamcWly hat»" As Mi*# Sa%g#axmt points owt# &mm of Ford's 
critics have wsed this as evidence for seeing Ford as a forlorn, mel­
ancholy figure. 
Ĝerald B. B̂ tley# The md Caroline Stage (Oxfozd# 
1956),. Ill, 442.  ̂ «— «-«- -
p, 4S3. 
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